Jet Noise Reports: January, February 2020
San Juan County and Other Impacted Areas
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Daily Jet Noise Profile
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Maps of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Jet Noise Reporting
website was approved in 2014 by the
County Council for people to have a reliable
place for recording their reports and
comments.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for
people outside of San Juan County to use
this noise reporting site. We are seeing an
increasing number of reports from the
wider region.

Since the Navy added 36 more EA-18G Growler jets at
Whidbey Island, extreme noise events have increased
dramatically in our region.
Noise reports for 2019 were 59% higher than the average of
the previous 4 years. Noise reports for January and February
of 2020 are 13% higher than January and February of 2019.
Comments on the noise events begin on page 10. They tell
the human story. Read them.
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Jet Noise Reports
January and February, 2020
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For example, in February 2020, 628 comments were recorded, describing 628+ noise incidents. Many reports
describe several noise incidents in a single report, as seen in comments beginning on page 10.
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January and February Noise Reports
Combined by Year, 2015-2020
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Jet Noise Report by Type of Noise
January and February, 2020
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Jet Noise by Time of Day
January and February, 2020
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some
reports do not include a specific time. For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance; otherwise
time may be indicated as Not Available (N/A). Note that there are hours of varying noise incidents. The Navy persists in
using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating of the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" level of
noise felt by residents. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by Each Day
January and February, 2020
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As described in the previous chart, the Navy persists is using “annual noise averaging” to justify its statements of low
impact. As you can see in this chart, there is no “average noise” felt by residents. The noise is variable and each day is
unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports, 5-Year Totals
2015 - 2019
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This picture of San Juan County Aircraft
Noise Reporting Map focuses on San Juan
County. It represents the past 7 months,
and is offered to provide an indication of
the typical location of many of the noise
reports.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus,
the reproduction of the dots, which
signify noise reports, minimizes the
apparent number of reports since the
dots overlay other dots. This map
represents reports since August, 2019,
over 2700 reports.
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This picture of the Aircraft Noise
Reporting Map includes the larger
region. People outside of San Juan
County have only recently had
access to the noise reporting
website. Like the map on the
previous page, this map is
reduced to fit this page. Thus, the
reproduction of the dots, which
signify noise reports, minimizes
the apparent number of reports
since the dots overlay other dots.
This map represents reports since
August, 2019, over 2700 reports.
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Comments Submitted with January and February 2020 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for
example, generally produce 90 dB.
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list
their home address or phone number or e-mail. In this
report, those personal identifiers are deleted.

Jan 6. 8:57am. South Lopez. Stepped outside for a moment. Loud jet noise
fills the air. I was away for two weeks, on a QUIET island - such places do
exist except in Washington - and return home to intrusive jet noise from
NASWI.
S Lopez, 1/6/20, Mon: 9am - 9:45, Sounds like FCLP's - nothing scheduled more Navy lies. 10:30am, 10:42, 10:45, 10:50 4 - deafening overflights turning over Mud Bay - painfully loud.
Jan 6, 9:04am. South Lopez. The noise of jets roaring around in the skies
comes right into my home right now.
Jan 6, 9:14am. South Lopez. Very loud jet overhead.
Growler engine rumble overhead. It happens when they bank in the flight
pattern. Sounds like close thunder!
Jan 6. 8:19am, Unpleasant start to the morning. Loud jet overhead. South
Lopez.

The wonderful holiday is over and the horrid noise of war is back. Trying to
rest recovering from surgery and there is no peace here. Would maybe be
better off at work- someplace NOT Anacortes
Jan 6, 9:46am. South Lopez. ANOTHER very loud jet flying overhead.
Jan 6, 9:53am. South Lopez. There is swirling jet noise, echoing in the skies.
It is marching right into my home. I need a quiet morning to concentrate on
my work, and the chance for that appears doomed. Can't work in my home
on Lopez!!!!
Jan 6, 10:29am. South Lopez. Now we are getting rumbling vibrations from
Whidbey. Jets taking off? Disturbing. I can feel the vibrations in my body.
It is not healthy to live on Lopez.
Jan 6, 10:30am. South Lopez. Now, a huge roar and rumbling vibration from
Whidbey.
Jan 6, 10:32am. South Lopez. Roaring vibrations, walls of jet noise, coming
right after each other. Now, thunderous roar.
Jan 6, 10:41am. South Lopez. Now a SCREAMING jet overhead. It feels as if
it will be landing on my home.
Jan 6, 10:43am. South Lopez. Now ANOTHER roaring jet. A screaming,
ripping noise over my home. I am trying to work but cannot concentrate.
Tourism offices are LYING when they describe the San Juans as peaceful.
This is a WAR ZONE.
Jan 6, 10:45am. South Lopez. ANOTHER screaming and roaring jet overhead.
The noise is deafening inside my home! Would Cantwell, Murray and Larsen
allow their family home to endure this?
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Jan 6, 10:48am. South Lopez. Terrorizing and screaming jet with a huge
booming roar, overhead.
1/6/20, S. Lopez, Mon: 11:26 am - More screaming Growlers overhead 79.8 decibels
Jan 6, 11:25am. South Lopez. I do not support the Navy at all. They are
terrorists. ANOTHER screaming loud jet overhead. The scream is not short,
it is a long roar and whine. The toy boys of the Navy simply cannot control
themselves.
Jan 6, 11:29am. South Lopez. Now ANOTHER screaming jet overhead. It
blots out all household noise. It kills my ability to concentrate. I am trying to
work here, but that seems impossible when the Navy wants to conduct its
war on the San Juans.
STOP ABUSING LOPEZIANS WITH YOUR LOUD ROARING JETS !! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!! LOUD ROARING OVERHEAD
DAY AND NIGHT IS TORTURE!! YOUR JETS LEAVE MY EARS RINGING AND
GIVE ME SPLITTING HEADACHES, STOP TORTURING US!!
Jan 6, 11:33am. South Lopez. Loud Growler roaring overhead. The roar is
continuous, even as it seems to be flying away. It goes on and on and on
and on. These jets are inappropriate for a populated area. The Navy lies.
GO AWAY!
S Lopez, 1/6/20, Mon: 12:58 MORE ROARING FROM AULT - 75 decibels insanity!

Jan 6. 2:43pm. South Lopez. Loud Growler over South Lopez.
Jan 6. 3:47pm. South Lopez. Overhead, a very loud jet,
Jan 6. 4:12pm. South Lopez. A loud Growler overhead. First the roar, then
a thunderous booming roar. Long roaring as it moves away.
Why can't they practice at China Lake?
Has been constant for last 5 minutes
Windows are rattling, vibrations felt throughout the house and floor.
Anacortes near ferry terminal. Once again Coupeville and Oak Harbor are
off limits and Anacortes is bearing the brunt of the noise. Inside our house
we had to practically shout to talk. Started at 9 until now still..
S Lopez, 1/6/20, Mon: 5:15pm -75 decibels , 5:24pm 86.2 decibels - Noise
continued to 7pm
Jan 6. 5:25pm. South Lopez. Loud jet overhead.
Jan 6. 5:28pm. South Lopez. A piercing scream from approaching jet, then
the ROAR right overhead, and the continued roar as it moves away. TOO
LOUD!!!!
Windows vibrating. Extremely loud.
This is constant.
Very loud low pass over house with afterburners going.

1:10pm. In Lopez Village. LOUD jet noise from a Growler flight over the
Village.
Picked the wrong day/week (month-year-decade) to try to recover in peace
from surgery in Anacortes. at home instead of work, I am subject to the
episodic barrage of everything from rumbling and vibration to sounds of the
sky split in two. Hideous

Horrid racket. Loud enough to damage hearing. Insane abuse of civilians
in western WA.
Jan 6. 6:13pm. South Lopez. AGAIN the screaming and roaring of a Growler
overhead. We appear to be their landing strip. This is abuse. A full day of
JET NOISE inside my home.
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Jan 6. 5:15pm. South Lopez. Long long roar from Growler flying over my
house.

1/7/2020, 3:03pm. Growler jet flying low over my home. I can see it. Long
and loud roaring. It is now 3:04, the roaring continues.

Jan 6. 6:15pm. South Lopez. ANOTHER roaring jet overhead. I am looking
forward to leaving Lopez soon. It is quieter in Seattle than it is here. I dread
returning to Lopez because of the constant Growler noise. Today has been
filled with jet noise.

Long sustained noise.

Still going on can’t talk over it. Why not do maneuvers over open ocean?
Now flying very low
THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON ALL DAY!
Extended loud rumble. This is the second time today. This noise was
disruptive even while indoors and with multiple sources of indoor noise.
January 7, 12:28pm. Very loud jet noise over my home. It sounds as if a
Growler is just flying in circles over us. Must be the echoing from the water
and hills. But it is very invasive. Still roaring. South Lopez.
January 7, 12:35pm. Persistent jet noise over us. The noise rolls around:
roaring and ebbing, roaring and ebbing, roaring and ebbing. It is distracting
and annoying.
1/7/2020. 12:58pm. Extremely loud Growler roaring overhead. Started
with an incoming shriek, then a louder roar. Still roaring.
1/7/2020. 1pm. ANOTHER loud jet roaring overhead. One after the
other....Navy seems to consider that South Lopez is their landing strip.
multiple flyovers just as in the past few days, resulting in noise levels loud
enough to affect activities.
We have had jets consistently roaring over our home. Right now we are
having another home invasion. The roaring is LOUD. The Growler jet is too
loud for this region.

1/7/2020. 3:07pm. Just reported a Growler flying low over my home, and
now we are getting more loud roaring. Is the jet flying in circles over us?
The noise is intense. Still continuing; now it is 3:08......still continuing, now
it is 3:09.
STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!!! YOU TEAR ACROSS OUR SKIES
RIPPING APART A OUR PEACE DESTROYING ANY TRANQUILITY WE HAD.
EVERY TIME YOU ROAR OVER ME YOU LEAVE MY EARS RINGING AND GIVE
ME A SPLITTING HEADACHE. STOP HURTING US NOW!!!
JETS SCREAMING THROUGH THE CLOUDS ABOVE MY HOME MAKING ME
ANXIOUS ABOUT WAR AND KILLING OF INNOCENTS.
Ear splitting loud!!
Jets roaring directly overhead. They seem to be circling around as they're
passed several times directly overhead.
Horrid thunder from the south. Navy making the neighborhood sound like
a war zone- sounds like explosions. Very disturbing...
Addition slow fly overs that produced extremely loud and long lasting noise.
Still continuing . Very disruptive and I am sure to the point of being
detrimental to hearing.
1/7/2020. 3:19pm. The noise since 3pm has been CONTINUOUS. Are we at
war? Jet noise is everywhere. It covers the TV and the dishwasher noise.
Might as well be living on the runway at SeaTac. Do legislators agree that
we are to be abused this way?
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Extremely loud flyby- takes minutes for the sound to dissipate before it
comes right back. Dangerous levels of sound. Cannot hear another human
speak. Harmful.

Rumbling all day 11 am, 12 noon, 1 pm

Jan 7, 2020 3:32pm. A HUGE jet noise rumble and vibrating roar from
Whidbey.

Too loud! Your jet noise has no place here. Please cancel all future flights in
this area."

Noisy rumbling from jet action. A take-off? Engine run-up? Whatever it is,
it is rumbling right into my home! South Lopez.

"PLEASE STOP FLYING NEAR MY HOUSE!

I don't know what is going on at NASWI, but as I sit at my desk next to the
window, I feel deep vibrations and hear thundering rumbling. It is very
disturbing, and it is hard to concentrate on my work.

PLEASE STOP FLYING NEAR MY HOUSE!"

Beginning at 3:15 pm, growler seen and heard flying over my house loud
rumble and vibrations felt inside the house. 4:15 extremely loud growler jet
noise assault
"Jets continue roaring around overhead. Dreadful noise, and scary.
STOP ABUSING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! YOU TREAT US LIKE WE DON'T
COUNT AT ALL...WE ARE HUMAN BEINGS!! YOU ARE RUINING OUR LIVES!!
EVERY TIME YOU ROAR OVER MY HEAD YOU LEAVE ME WITH RINGING EARS
AND SPLITTING HEADACHE!!! LEAVE US THE HELL ALONE!!!
1/7/2020, 4:29pm A growler overhead so loud that I could not carry on my
phone conversation.
Flying by again- can’t hear myself think. Rattled the house- walls, ceiling,
windows...
The noise was so loud all afternoon as the jets kept circling one after
another. I had to hold my hands over my ears in my house and my heart
was racing after about half and hour of this. It went on for at least an hour
non stop

"Address XXXXX, Coupeville. 360-678-6753

Address: XXXX Coupeville, WA 98239

when you approach from the south we would appreciate you coming in
over the water and NOT over the the Ledgewood neighborhood - we have
seen it is possible on a regular basis.
LOUD GROWLER BANKING OVER NORTH LOPEZ! Sounds like WAR!
House shaking, impossible to sleep, hear television, talk on phone,
deafeningly loud. Disrupts all activities. Constant loop. Times of growler
activity repetitions fall outside the NAS posted schedule for this date at this
location. Loudest ever.
Very loud rumbles for hours now. Have to stay inside because it's so loud
and it scares my animals.
"XXXX Coupeville
directly overhead -- windows shaking -- 100db inside house
for about half an hour"
Noise pollution so loud that it interrupts conversation at meal time and
makes listening to TV radio impossible.
100+ db continuing [inside home] since 6pm
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"Just finished about 40 minutes of overhead flights -- one every few
minutes.

TO HEAR ROARING JETS HOUR AFTER HOUR. PAINFUL TO INNER EAR, AND
OTHER UNPLEASANT SENSATIONS FROM VIBRATIONS.

Indoor DB readings maxed out at 101db for each flight. Very disturbing."

Extremely loud. This time we were Inside the house and needed ear
protection. Will the navy pay for our hearing damage?

"Evil creepy thunder to the south. Disturbing.
Deep scraping sounds -like giants dragging furniture around in the sky."

S Lopez, 1/14/20, Tue: Constant noise 10:30am - 1pm from Ault. Schedule
shows no FCLP's. More Navy lies.

What a peaceful, lovely walk in the snow. .... Oh wait, until the growlers
show up, one... after another.... after another. Four in a row so far. What a
shame, this used to be such a quiet, beautiful place.

"What had been a lovely morning of grey skies and lowland snow. Peacefulnow shredded by the EA18-Gs waking up to shred the skies and shake the
windows.

Horrible roaring, both distant and near. SHAME ON THE POLICY MAKERS
WHO CONDONE RUINING AND DESTROYING THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
OF THE SALISH SEA.
The sound is loud, vibrating my house, and making it difficult for me to get
my work done . . . destroying the peace of this snowy day.
So, I'm wondering, do the people who actually run the base, whoever's in
charge, do they live under any of the flight paths? I'd love an answer.
The fly-over at 1:20 was off course, low and loud. Caused glassware to
rattle for the first time since Growlers arrived on Whidbey (pattern 32).
Ground and house always percuss with actual touch & go on pattern 32.
I want to point out that the only reason I'm not reporting noise every single
day, almost all day (which is when I hear it) is because having to stop
everything to do so fills me with rage. So I try to ignore it. But it's every.
Single. Day.
Extremely loud flyover. I had no ear protection. Excruciating.
All afternoon, roaring jets, both near and distant. DREADFUL NOISE. VERY
UNSETTLING AND DISRUPTIVE. IT IS VERY UNPLEASANT AND DISQUIETING

disturbing work environment of medical clinic in Oak Harbor"
We've had a few quiet days now the constant sound of roaring engines is
happening again. So far, all day, no let up.
12:36pm, JaN 16. AFTER SOME QUIET DAYS DUE TO SNOW, WE NOW HAVE
LOUD JETS FLYING OVER US AGAIN.
Loud jet over my neighborhood! NOISE to break up the lovely silence of
Winter...
STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR ROARING JETS OVER
OUR HOMES!! YOUR DAMN EXTREMELY LOUD JETS LEAVE ME WITH
RINGING EARS AND A SPLITTING HEADACHE!! STOP ABUSING US!!
12:44pm Jan 16. Two growlers flying together over our home. Seem to be
heading NW. VERY LOUD!!!!!
Second Growler overhead!
2:10pm, Jan 16. Right over my home. LOUD Growler, seems to be flying
north. Big roaring noise came right into my home. Do I leave next to
SeaTac? Is that what Lopez is becoming?
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3:06p,. Jan 16. A lot of jet noise right now. Echo-like roarings and
rumblings. South Lopez. If the snow would keep these jets grounded, I
would vote for SNOW every day. It may have been cold and snowy, but it
was QUIET!!!
"Growler noise from roughly 3:15 pm to 4:15 pm when I left for Eastsound.

vibration set of my neuropathic facial pain. We specifically chose our house
based on 24 hour sound studies.
4:48pm. Jan 16. I don't have the time to report every jet noise that roars
into our house, but right now we are being blasted. South Lopez.

More rumble and overflight -type noise 7:06 pm"

S Lopez, 1/16/20, Thur.: 4:50 pm HUGE BLAST - will there be more? 77.6
decibels

3:33pm, Jan 16. Excessively loud jet noise. South Lopez. The noise is coming
from all directions. I expect it is bouncing off the hills and water.

"Impossible to concentrate at work with near constant tinny roaring from
the heavens outside.

3:58pm Jan 16. A whole lot of jet noise in the sky. Prolonged roar, and now
it sounds like it is doubling back over us. It sounds like there are different
aircraft in the air. Still roaring. Still roaring 4pm.

We are right next to a school- not clear how the children learn when we
can't work to our best abilities from the noise. "

It is rare to see the growlers overhead on our neighborhood in Useless Bay. I
am medically disabled with a rare nerve disease that is triggered by noise
and vibrations. I was surprised by the jet noise and looked overhead to see
a single growler.
Multiple fly overs beginning at noon and still going on. Making slow fly
overs or turns that result in extremely loud noise that forces one to cover
their ears. way too loud.
Huge noise this afternoon by at least 4 E-18s. Get these idiot pilots and
their flying gas-hogging machines away from Lopez Island.
4:14pm, Jan 16. There is so much jet noise in the skies. The noise rolls
around and comes in waves. It is disconcerting, distracting and annoying.
The Navy is a BAD neighbor. GO AWAY!

Very loud noise . Did not settle for about 4 hours of terror. could not hear
anything . My hearing is bad now. Palpitations too.
Send these planes to Nevada or China Lake, this is BULLSHI!
After a day where work was horridly disturbed by noise in the afternoon in
Oak Harbor- now going on 2 hours of intense racket from Navy F-18s in
Anacortes on my return home. Hope to be able to sleep later. We deserve
better.
Enough!
Jets roaring in the area and overhead throughout the afternoon and
evening. HORRIBLE NOISE, DEEPLY DISTURBING AND DISQUIETING.
Are we at war?

Too loud to talk over

Constant since 2:30 pm. Saw Growler put on thrusters at 3:00, but have
heard it continually since then. Really loud, vibration.

This is the second growler overhead in the past 20 minutes. It’s very
vibratory, loud and disruptive. I am medically disabled and noise and

7:57pm. Loud jet roaring overhead. All the characteristics of a Growler.
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ALL DAY. From as early as I was awake, all day, especially loud from about 14. Miserable.

Friday, Jan 17. 12:21pm. Now we are getting jet noise as jets hit the skies.
Sky and home filled with jet noise. South Lopez.

Friday 11:57AM. Huge roar and rumble from Whidbey. Vibrations.

Jan 17. 12:45 Another big rumbling, vibrating jet roar from Whidbey.
Disturbing.

Friday, Jan 17. 12:08 ANOTHER rumbling and roaring jet vibration invades
our home.
Friday, Jan 17, 12:09pm ANOTHER Rumbling and Vibrating roar invades our
home. Right on top of one a minute ago.
Friday, Jan 17. 12:12pm. Now we are getting vibrating walls of roaring noise
one after the other. Great. Just great. What a waste.
S Lopez, 1/17/20, Fri: Relentless Booms, ROARS and overflights 12:10PM 2:40PM. Extremely Loud 68.8 dec - 82.9 dec - Our home is in a WAR ZONE
THANKS TO LARSEN, MURRAY AND OTHERS who remain silent.
STOP TORTURING US WITH YOUR DAMN GROWLERS OVER LOPEZ ISLAND!!
THOSE HORRID JETS LEAVE MY EARS RINGING AND GIVE ME A SPLITTING
HEADACHE!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!! STOP
THE TORTURE OF US ON THE GROUND!!!
Friday, Jan 17, 12:15pm. This blast sounded and felt as if a bomb had
dropped. It has an EXPLOSIVE quality with a long rumbling roar.
Friday, Jan 17, 12:16pm. ANOTHER rumbling blast. Vibrating wall of noise. I
feel the vibrations in my body. Not feeling good.
All morning, over and over again.
Loud and rumbling . . . I'm trying to work and finding it difficult to focus
even with noise cancelling headphones.
Friday, Jan 17, 12:18pm AGAIN. The roaring blasts come one right after the
other. This is ABUSE.

Friday, Jan 17, 12:48pm. ANOTHER roaring blast of noise from Whidbey.
This one has a long, extended roar.
Noise pollution from Navy jets vibrate windows and disrupts normal
conversation.
Three growlers just started attaching my house with noise -- registering over
100db inside the house. This is about one aircraft every minute. I expect
this will continue for about one hour -- abandoning house for quieter area
for the duration,.
Jan 17, 1:01pm Rumble and Vibration from jet activity. Deep vibrating
noise. South Lopez.
Friday, June 17. Another roaring rumble and vibrating wall of noise.
It has been so nice and quiet lately, bummer that they are back.
Friday, Jan 17, 1:08pm. AND AGAIN. Another roaring jet blast from
Whidbey.
Friday, Jan 17 1:13. Against my wishes I had to be outside to clear snow.
Hateful to be outside because the jet noise is everywhere. All the rumbling
vibrations were the launching of jets. Lopez is NOT a peaceful island.
Tourists beware!!!!!!
Jan 17. South Lopez 1:14pm. Another big blast of jet noise and vibrating
rumble. The air vibrates.
Friday, Jan 17. 1:23pm. ANOTHER rumbling vibrating blast of jet noise. My
body vibrates.
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There is a lot of jet noise in the skies. I have to be outside and the air is
filled with roaring. South end of Lopez.

WITH RINGING EARS AND A SPLITTING HEADACHE!! STOP TORTURING US!!!
GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES!

Jan 17/ 1:30. An incredible noisy Friday. Navy kids could not wait to get in
their jets I guess after being slowed down by snowstorm. Today they are
storming us with excessive jet noise. Cannot get away from it.

Very loud flyovers

Been hearing it most of the day, and some previous days as well. Louder
today than some days, close to vibration level.
Friday, Jan 17 1:55pm. In the Village, hoping to get away from the noise on
the south end of Lopez. No way. The skies are filled with jet noise. Roaring.
Roaring.

"Roaring jets flying around and around. This creates a horrible sensation,
terrible noise swirling around overhead. IT GOES AGAINST DECENCY TO
ALLOW NOISE OF THIS SORT.
1/17. While outside a few minutes ago I was rocked by a shuddering boom,
a wall of vibrating jet roar. Sunday, and they are launching jets, great.
All day long. ALL DAY LONG. INTO THE NIGHT. No relief.

Lopez Village. 2:10pm, Saurday, Jan 17. Lots of jet noise in the air. Can also
hear rumbling, probably from take-offs. If I were a tourist I would wonder if
there was a war going on nearby.

SATURDAY explosive thunder rattling the house at mid- day. Sounds of war
every day here. Anacortes. Navy abusing the landscape and civilian
neighbors daily.

Should the house and our bodies. We thought it was an earthquake but it
was a growler taking off. Terrifying.

S Lopez, 1/18/20, Sat: 1:10pm NOW WE HAVE TO SURVIVE THE NOISE ON
SATURDAYS!

Lopez Village. Continuous jet noise today.
In Lopez Village on a Friday, Jan 17. 2:59pm. I have to record that the jet
noise in the air is distracting and annoying. Rumbling roar.
S Lopez, 1/17/20, Fri: 3:15pm - 3:29pm - 66.7 dec - 81.6 dec. We create WAR
around the world - but FIRST the Toxic Noise and Exhaust blankets the
homes around the region. We are forced to live in a War Zone created by
our legislators.

All afternoon the low rumble disrupted the peace. Wait, there is no peace
anymore thanks to the growlers. Please stop. This is a violation of human
rights.
Another day of noise ahead of us here? Really disconcerting and a violation.
S LOPEZ, 1/19/20, Sunday: Another giant ROAR from Ault - and it's Sunday.

There is excessive jet noise continuing here in Lopez Village. Friday

2nd WEEKEND day in a row with horrid thunder flaring up mid-day.
Thunder/vibration rattling the house. Sinister sounds marring a peaceful
Sunday.

STOP ABUSING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR ROARING JETS OVERHEAD
SO LOUD WE CAN'T HEAR A TV OR HOLD A CONVERSATION!! YOU LEAVE ME

Working in the yard on Sunday. All I hear is jet noise roaring and echoing in
the skies. Disgusted, I finally came in.
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Rumble in the sky from the minute I got up early till now and likely, like last
night, when I can finally go to sleep. I worked outside all day and it was just
miserable. Barely could hear a bird. This in the San Juans? Terrible.
Its been days and days of this, and is really driving me to an edge I've never
experienced. This is beyond criminal, it is truly torture.
audible all over the island
Very loud and disruptive jet noise vibration rolling into our home.
really? ruining the quality of life here
constant noise all day
Loud jet overhead.
STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART
OF A NAVY TRAINING GROUND!! YOU VIOLATE OUR PEACE!! YOU
DISREGARD ALL HONOR AND DECENCY!! LEAVE OUR SKIES FREE OF YOUR
TORMENTING JETS!!!
3:45pm. Very loud jet roaring overhead. Cloudy, so I cannot see it,but it
has all the hallmarks of a growler roaring over us. Stopped conversation.

Very loud, with a long ROAR even after it disappeared.. Wonder what they
heard at the school."
Flying low with landing gear extended
2:45pm. 1/21. First the scream and now the roar of a growler. Overhead.
Clearly seen. Heading toward Whidbey . Landing gear down. LONG ROAR.
Earsplitting. Right now.
S Lopez, 1/21/20, Tue: 2: 45pm - 80 dec, 3:39pm - 83.9 dec, 4:32pm 82. 7
dec. Three LOUD Jarring overflights. We know the Growlers are capable of
flying more quietly - they simply don't want to - harassment!
There must be more than one growler above. The noise is horrific. Deep
deep penetrating roaring. Drowns out the TV.
Direct flyover of house
4:34pm. 1/21. Growler jet screaming overhead. Mud Bay. Heading northish.
Another growler jet over us. Screaming around.
Rumbling jet noise in the skies. Like waves of thunder.

this has been going on straight day and night for at least 5 days now, it is
absolute torture.

Just completed half-hour of jets directly over home -- one every minute -max 100 db

Woke me up, went to sleep with them rumbling too.

5:24pm. Loud growler jet overhead. South Lopez. I can tell it is a growler
because of the rattling deep roar, and long long tailing roar.

"first awful tin thunder of the day- warcraft hurting eardrums with the
intensity of sound. Just trying to exist and work in Oak Harbor.
uncomfortable place to be. Not healthy"
"Lopez Village. Loud growler jet clearly visible over Lopez Village, flying
toward the west.

Jet roaring in immediate area.
Extremely loud just now and throughout the day today. Much louder than
the 45 knot Gale we had today.
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"Just completed over one hour of flights directly over my home -- about one
ever minute.
Inside noise level maxxed out at 101 DB, pretty much ever fly-over. Hope to
have peace and quiet for the remainder of the evening -- removing ear
protectors now."
Shields UP again! They just came back for another half hour -- same story:
one fly-over per minute at 101DB inside! And now I hear them gathering for
another assault. Looks like it will be a long night after all.
Scheduled from late afternoon to early evening . . . tomorrow is a
work/school day and yet the the Navy is noise polluting into the night.
Looks like we're in for another day of this. Yesterday was at least every 5
minutes. Woke up to a growler this morning at 5. Went to bed with
growlers at 9:30. Hell.
Lopez, 1/22/20, Wed: 6 hrs of ROARS and screaming overflights. 10 am 4pm. Let's visualize a massive earthquake under NASWI. Geologists say
there is a fault line that could destroy the base. It could destroy us too . . .
RESULT= quiet
could not hear people next to me talking Generic jet roar was so loud I could not continue a phone conversation,
indoors with all windows shut.
Jet roaring overhead, unusually low.
Counl not hear TV sound.
STOP BRUTALLY TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! YOUR DAMN GROWLER
JETS SHAKE EVERYTHING LOOSE IN MY APT. AND LEAVE ME WITH RINGING
EARS AND SPLITTING HEADACHES!! YOU DESTROY OUR PEACE GET OUT OF
OUR SKIES!!

Huge deafening disruptive noise from jet flying over my house - now just
flew back over at 11:51. Five flights in same path yesterday afternoon. E18s ARE NOISE POLLUTERS. STOP ALL GROWLER FLIGHTS. REPLACE JETS
WITH SILENT DRONES!
Insanity. Living in hell.
Jet flying around and around, right overhead, noise tearing the air apart.
HORRIBLE SENSATION.
12:13pm. Felt a whomping rumble and vibration of jet action from
Whidbey.
insane noise. In a meeting, hopeless. Extremely disturbing. Living in hell.
Pervasive vibration through my home. Jet rumbling. Take-off? Disturbing.
Why is it acceptable that a jet taking off 14 miles away sends vibrations
through my home?
Jet roaring overhead, right after a rumbling roar that was a jet's take-off.
ANOTHER rumbling, vibrating, deep roar from Whidbey.
Continual extremely loud rumble and vibration. Vibrates the house.
Now, a minute after one vibrating roar -ANOTHER ONE. The house vibrates.
Looks like it is our afternoon for the Sound of War. The rumbling vibrations
from Whidbey continue.
Intermittent roaring, shakes the house, shakes our bones.
Excessive jet noise above us. The noise comes right into my home, right over
the TV.
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Well, I don't know what that is. There is rumbling vibrations and jet roaring
overhead. Annoying, because I am doing house work while on a ladder and
this is not a good feeling.
"Another jet flys over my house.
STOP NOISE POLLUTING GROWLERS. REPLACE WITH SUPER QUIET.
DRONES.
There is another roaring vibration shuddering through our home. This has
been almost constant this afternoon. January 22. South end of Lopez. And
while I am writing this: The jet noise in the skies is terrible.

2:37pm Jan 22. ANOTHER rumbling wall of jet noise.If we can enact TSA
regulations one day after a guy has explosives in his shoes, why can't we do
something to mitigate jet noise?A stupid question I know,but I am tired of
empty talk from legislators.
Loud enough to disrupt conversation
AGAIN, LOUD Jet roaring over us. LOUD LOUD LOUD. We may as well live
next to SEA TAC. Does that sound like a tourist destination to a so-called
quiet island?
ANOTHER Roaring wall of vibrating jet noise hits our home. 2:55pm. Jan 22.

"The low rumble has been going on for hours and it interrupts my attention
as I work on a writing project."

Roaring jets in immediate vicinity. What are they doing here in the
islands?????

Screaming and roaring Growler over Mud Bay, Lopez.

And again, ANOTHER Roaring jet noise vibration hits our home. Activity at
Whidbey, jets taking off, one after another. Waste of money, and an
intrusion into our home.

Very annoying loud disturbance and rumbling!
I am trying to report EACH intrusion of jet noise into my home. Now here is
another one: 1:39pm. South Lopez.
Excessively loud jet noise over Mud Bay, Lopez.
Loud growler jet roaring above us. South Lopez.
ANOTHER SCREAMING GROWLER over us. This has been going on all
afternoon. What are we, a sightseeing route?
Vibrating and roaring wall of noise hits our home. AGAIN.
I can't see what aircraft is above us because it is cloudy, but it is very loud,
with a whining roar.
ANOTHER rumbling vibrating wall of jet noise from Whidbey.

Along with the rumbling vibration noise from Whidbey today, we have jets
flying all directions over us. Cannot see them due to cloud cover, but the
direction of the noise varies. So,right now, yet another jet screaming
overhead. 2:58pm. Jan 22.
Jet noise is everywhere. Here is another jet that sounds likely to land on my
roof. 3pm, Jan 22.
Rumble and vibration noise off and on throughout the day.
Here we go again. ANOTHER loud jet overhead. Roaring, deep throttle.
South Lopez. 3:05pm Jan 22.
3:09pm. Jan 22. The Navy is SLAMMING South Lopez right now. Jets
roaring over, one after another. Like right now. All afternoon, JETS roaring
overhead. And here comes another one: 3:10pm. Screaming.
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Can not hear television
2 growlers, extremely low - feeling nauseous
3:13pm. Jan 22. ANOTHER Screaming Jet right now. No wonder I am angry.
This is a day of WAR jets over my home, disrupting my day. What's the
purpose?
I’m in favor of a strong and well trained military but the Navy simply needs
to be a better neighbor. Their do nothing attitude is reprehensible and
irresponsible.
3:14pm. ANOTHER roaring and screaming jet over my home. South Lopez.
"The jets have been circling my house for the past half hour. The noise is
ear splitting inside my house and causing me extreme stress.
I feel inundated and I can not get away."
A lot of flyovers and touch and goes today. Having to wear noise cancelling
headphones with music on to escape the intense NOISE. ENOUGH TO DRIVE
HUMANS INSANE.
The noise from jets is awful and ongoing, it sounds very nearby. The noise
creates horrible feelings of dread. The noise affects my heart rate and
causes inner ear pain.
"Another at least 2 jets fly over my house.
ELIMINATE ALL GROWLERS OVER LOPEZ ISLAND. REPLACE WITH DRONES.
MUCH MORE ECONOMICAL AND QUIET. E-18 COSTS $70.6 MILLION. DRONE
COSYS A FRACTION OF GROWLER. "
Another roaring rumble from Whidbey that sends vibrations into our home.

3:22pm Jan 22. LOUD Jet overhead. Screaming and roaring. Deafening,
even inside my home.
3:26pm Jan 22. ANOTHER loud jet overhead. Apparently South Lopez is the
object of the Navy's Torture routine today. This is terrible.
i'm sick, trying to get some rest, the jets are flying so low and they are so
loud! i think it's growlers, they're making passes over our property, rattling
the windows! Please make it stop!
All day in Eastsound.
3:31pm A BLASTING Roar from a Growler overhead. The floor of my home
is vibrating with is back-roar.
3:39 Jan 22. Loud jet overhead. South Lopez.
3:57pm Jan 22. a HUGE rumbling roar. lasting and lasting and lasting, from
Whidbey. I feel it in the floor. South Lopez.
3:58pm Jan 22. More rumbling vibrating jet noise.
We have been bombarded and straffed by extremely loud and relentless
Growler noise nearly all day from morning to now late afternoon. It sounds
like we are living in a war zone!!
4:02pm Jan 22. Another rumble and vibration slams into us.
Bombarded by relentless sounds of war all day! The Growler noise has been
deafening and interrupted business calls.
ALL DAY LONG! The buttheads have been flying over non-stop all day. This
has disrupted energy healing sessions, phone conversations, peace of mind,
my pets start barking and running around. STTTOOOPPPP!
4:22pm. Jan 22. All day.... Now there is another rumbling vibrating jet roar
from Whidbey. South Lopez.
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S Lopez, 1/22/2020, Wed: 4:23pm - 9pm - We have now endured 10 hours
of ROARING, BLASTING AND OVERFLIGHTS. Larsen and Murray should be
ashamed that they have brought this to our region - which used to be
peaceful and quiet.

"Noise how 24 /7 almost every day. No sleep Sun Mon sounds like a
generator out side my window until about 4am

4:45pm. Jan 22. Have been experiencing several rolling vibrating wall of jet
noise this past 20 minutes. South Lopez.

6:22pm. Jan 22. LOUD jet roaring overhead. South Lopez.

Do you care probably not

continual loud noise with wave sound and vibration

Just went out to walk the dog--smells like Oakland International Airport,
where I worked at North Field for 5 years. Alright for an international
airport--NOT alright for Lopez Island!

The jets have flown around and around all afternoon. The noise coming
from many directions is disorienting and HORRIBLE. The senseless,
disruptive, invasive noise goes on and on.

6:41pm Jan 22. ANOTHER ROARING BLAST from Whidbey, actually twin
blasts. One right after the other. Is this going to go on all night?

5:08pm Jan 22. The jet noise continues. So right now there is a loud jet
roaring around us.

6:43, Jan 22. ANOTHER blast. Right after the others.

5:32pm. Jan 22. We are still getting rumbling deep vibrating walls of jet
noise. Most recent at 5:32pm.

After hours of jets flying in the immediate vicinity, now growlers are
roaring. This noise destroys all sense of well being. It is unconscionable to
allow this level of noise pollution and this sort of dreadful interference with
the environment. .

Growlers and other aircraft. Extremely loud, deep vibrations I could feel in
my chest from inside the house. House highly insulated, triple pane
windows, awakened from nap by Growlers. Many overflights, throughout
the day and into the evening.

My god, it's been all. Day. Long. First jets, then growlers. Then jets, then
more growlers. All day long.

6:09pm. Jan 22. South Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling and vibrating roar from
Whidbey.
6:20pm. Still going. ANOTHER roaring blast from Whidbey. Either engine
run-ups or jets taking off. Either way, it is rolling thunder into our home.
A lovely rainy evening ,marred again by sounds like explosions from the
south- deep, rumbling, shuddering noise. Human body is wired to find this
distressful- as with earthquake or avalanche. There is a reason it is
disturbing/stressful.

7:05pm Jan 22. I have been recording all day the JET NOISE that is so
disruptive. at 7:05pm, a tremendous rumble and vibrating roar.
Well after dark, jets still roaring overhead. Stinks like jet fuel/exhaust
outside. Raining pollutants down over land and sea. Poisoning air, water,
soil. Wildlife have no where to go to get away from it. Even indoors the
noise is LOUD.
7:10pm Jan 22. Loud jet overhead. Might be landing on our roof.
7:12pm. Jan 22. One loud jet overhead after another.
7:21pm, Jan 22. Loud jet noise. South Lopez.
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7:23pm, Jan 22. TV on, conversation going, and over it all is the thundering
jet noise.
Hours after returning home from work- bursts of sinister thunder continue
to the south. Disturbing. Can feel it this far away. Terrible machines and
abuse of western Washington.
Jan 22, 8:10pm. Had to be outside. There is nothing by Jet roaring outside.
The skies are full of it.
8:18pm.Jan 22. We are still getting the thunder of jet activity at Whidbey.
One roar right after the other right now. This has been a horrible day, and
now a horrible evening. Like constant THUNDER.
Rumble all day long!, disrupted conversations and business call today

STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR SCREAMING JETS!!!
YOU ARE ABUSING US ON THE GROUND!!! WE GAVE NO WAY TO GET AWAY
FROM YOUR HORRIDLY LOUD GROWLERS. YOU DO NOT GAVE PERMISSION
TO TO DESTROY OUR LIVES. LEAVE OUR SKIES ALONE!!
Three extremely loud flyovers in quick succession this morning that
disrupted phone conversations and hurt your ears if you were outside. The
loudest I have heard in some time. These flight training exercises should
stop.
S Lopez, 1/23/2020, Thur: 9am - 6pm: Another ghastly day of 8 hours of
noise. NO WHERE TO ESCAPE. This time we are also getting jet fuel exhaust.
JP-5 - highly carcinogenic. FURY DOES NOT BEGIN TO EXPRESS HOW WE
FEEL.

8:35pm. Jan 22. ANOTHER blast of jet roar from Whidbey.

10:27am Jan 23. VERY LOUD jet overhead. First a shriek and then excessive
roar. South Lopez.

Planes so loud we wondered if it was an earthquake!!! Why so low and loud
this late at night?? Trying to get children back to bed after they were
awoken, just ridiculous!

Jets over our house and barn all day yesterday and it seems they are going
to do it today also.

All day, at least every 5 minutes, this is environmental and emotional rape,
it is torture, these jets are ruining the quality of life here.

10:44am, Jan 23. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring over us. South Lopez.

8:55am. Jan 23. Early morning walk and already the skies are booming with
jet noise. South Lopez.

10:55am, Jan 23. ANOTHER rumbling and roaring vibration shudders
through our home. best way to describe this is that it feels like an
earthquake. South Lopez.

Another day of shrieking racket begins- multiple bouts of noise disrupting
thinking in medial clinic. This belongs far from civilian people.
9:23am, Jan 23. Loud jet, South Lopez.
9:27am. Jan 23. Feeling the rumbling vibrations of jet noise.

LOW FLYING GROWLERS OVER NORTH LOPEZ ALL MORNING!!!

11:19am Jan 23. Long and extended rumbling roar from Whidbey. The floor
really vibrated, and I feel it inside. Very loud.
Lopez Village, 11:58am. Jan 23. Huge roaring jet over Lopez Village. Long
long roar.

Roaring jets this morning, directly overhead and roaring around the area.
HORRIBLE NOISE, DEEPLY DISTURBING AND UNSETTLING. NOT HEALTHY!!!
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Wow! Yesterday we were under attack until late in the evening and again
today it is painful. I fear my fourteen month old boy will suffer from
hearing damage. Please leave my family alone.
Rattled windows....

Flight directly over the school. A crash of a Growler here could kill hundreds
of children.
3:36 Jan 23. VERY loud jet is roaring over our home. South Lopez.
4:23pm. Jan 23. Jet rumbling coming from Whidbey.

I went to bed last night with the flying turds lulling me to non-sleep. I awoke
this morning to the same intrusion. Here are my buzz words for today
thanks to the jets: outrage, frustration, anger, unrest.

5:01pm. ANOTHER roaring rumble from Whidbey. A little bit of
earthquake, a shuddering beneath your feet and in your body.

12:35 and 12:36pm January 23. Loud jets overhead, just a half minute
apart. Tearing through the sky. South Lopez.

"Horrible threatening sounding thunder vibrating the walls/windows/bones
at the end of clinic in Oak Harbor.

Had to discontinue conversation until flight passed

5:03pm, Jan 23. Two minutes after the rumbling vibration from Whidbey
we are deafened by a roaring jet overhead. South Lopez.

STOP FLYING OVER LOPEZ WITH YOUR ABUSIVELY LOUD GROWLER JETS!!
WE HAVE NO PEACE SINCE YOU DECIDED THAT OUR LIVES WERE
EXPENDABLE!!; WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES
TRAINING!! WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO OUR SKIES FREE FROM THE HORRID
ROARING!!

5:06pm. Jan 23. What is going on? Is that jet circling over us? Is it another
jet? The sky is ROARING above us. On and on and on. Deafening. Still going
on at 5:07pm. Still going on at 5:08pm.

Had to discontinue conversation, 2nd flight within two minutes.

Can’t hear radio

1:15am, Jan 23. Loud rumble and vibration from jet activity.

GET YOUR DAMN LOUD JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES! YOU TORTURE US DAY
AND NIGHT WITHOUT ANY WAY TO ESCAPE THE SCREAMING GROWLERS!
THEY ARE DAMAGING MY HEARING LEAVING MY EARS RINGING AND I AM
NOT EVEN OUTSIDE!! HEADACHES AS WELL AS RINGING EARS. DAMN YOU
ALL!

1:16pm Jan 23. Right after the one a moment ago, ANOTHER HUGE roar and
vibration of jet activity from Whidbey.
"Some off and on racket all day- just now had to put fingers in my ears to
lessen pain briefly such was the noise in our medical office in Oak Harbor,
right next to a school.

Excruciatingly loud flyover

Loud.

Awful place this. "

Disrupted telephone call, had to wait for flight to pass

Repeated noises over 2 hrs time

We can't see through cloud cover which aircraft is causing this but excessive
roaring from aircraft has been occurring all day (about every 20 mn) and
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very frequently over the past few days - we have to yell even indoors to be
heard by each other.
All day roaring jets. Some distant, some in immediate vicinity. So loud that
work conversations had to be put on hold until jet noise abated. DREADFUL
ROARING. IT IS UNCONSCIONABLE TO ALLOW THIS DESTRUCTION AND
POLLUTION OF OUR ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT.
Fly overs have continued on and off most of the day, and now at the dinner
hour are becoming increasingly disruptive, extremely loud....how much
longer do we need to be submitted to this torture?
Had to stop conversation within house
Unable to hear dinner conversation, very disruptive to adults and scary to
the kids
Home from a long, hard day of work to the sounds of thunderous explosions
to the south- known to be Growlers- vibrating this house and tearing up the
dark. Very disturbing- impossible to ignore. Felt and heard over
conversation, tv, radio...
5:54pm January 23. Again, the roaring vibration from Whidbey.
For 20 mns now - constant low rumbling that shakes the house, glassware
clinking ominously, the shelves creaking. Occasionally interrupted by louder
closer sounding roar that interrupts discussion and rattles our brains. Has
been going on all day!!!

im in the house and i can hear it and im very deaf thanks to the fffffff mili
There have been flights all day here today - so loud outside I could not hear
my neighbor speak to me; also bothering us inside today.
Nearly 2 hours after getting home from work- continuous thunder persists
to the south, rumbling/vibrating the house- torturing the night. Few
extremely loud flyovers, but continuous thunder. Awful.
Thank goodness the cacophony of the growlers is finally over- several hours
after I got home from work. replaced now with the droning of P3s for a
while yet.
I've woke up AND gone to sleep with these horrible sounds all week. Every 3
minutes.
I've woken up and gone to bed with this horrible violent sound all week. It is
torture.
I've woken up and gone to bed with this horrible violent sound all week. It is
torture.
S LOPEZ, 1/24/2020. FRIDAY: 8:07am - 5:20pm Another 9 hours of noise just like living next to a BLAST FURNACE - one that shakes house and body. I
wish Murray and Larsen could be confined in a cage where they would
experience what we hear.
9:42am, Jan 24. LOUD Growler roaring overhead. Mud Bay.

5:56pm. Jan 23. Another roaring blast from Whidbey.

9:49am, Jan 24. Screaming jet over us. Mud Bay, Lopez.

6:11pm. Jan 23. Loud jet overhead. Big Roar.

Loud jet

For the estimated 30th time today- extremely loud! Happening constantly!
Low rumbles that get louder and louder until it's a deafening roar! Can't
hear my kid talking!

Disrupted conversation inside house
11:31am. Jan 24. Tell-tale Growler roaring above. First the scream, then
the long long long roar. Mud Bay, Lopez.
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Jets in intermediate vicinity AGAIN today. This is becoming more frequent,
jets flying in immediate area. TERRIBLE NOISE. So loud this morning we
could not hear the radio for the jet noise. STOP RUINING AND POLLUTING
THE ENVIRONMENT WITH JET NOISE.
11:43am, Jan 24. Heard the Growler scream long before I saw it. Now over
Mud Bay, flying low. Appeared to be landing gear down. Now ROARING.
DEAFENING. Still roaring. 11:44am
Can not hear my wife talking in the same room.
Disrupted conversation
12:48pm, Jan 24. Rumbling vibrating roar from Whidbey.
12:49,Jan 24. Another rumbling vibration from Whidbey.
12:53pm, Jan 24. Low jet rumbling from Whidbey.
1:50pm. ANOTHER loud growler jet over Mud Bay. First the scream and
then the long long rolling roar. The noise blots out the radio music I have on
as I try to work, so I am distracted.
2:02pm Jan 24. Another loud jet blaring its way over our home.
"This has been going on every 4 minutes since it woke me up at 5:00AM
"Very loud in the afternoon
Time listed is now not when the incident happened as I can not remember
the time.
I was outside in the garden and the jets were super loud"
S Lopez, 1/26/2020, SUNDAY: Now we get to noise on Sundays! 4:30 5:30pm.

S lopez, 1/27/2020, Mon: 9:08am - 3:12pm Only 6 hours of noise today
when zero FCLP's are scheduled at Ault or OLF. So what are they doing?
Lying? Another mystery practice that sounds like FCLP's?
Very loud military jet overhead. A Growler. Mount Vernon.
Distressing - super loud throughout the day making me anxious
Coming out of an appointment in Mt Vernon and there is a terrific noise in
the sky. This is clearly Growler jet activity. I recognize it from hearing it in
other places. Noticeable and not good on this sunny day.
Extremely loud roaring from growlers this afternoon.
i was trying to do some computer work, but noise was so loud the wimdows
and floorswere rattling so i had to move to different part of the house
engine runup noise going on all morning and afternoon
In Stanwood. Very loud jet rumbling in the sky. Unseen due to clouds, but I
am familiar with Growlers and this sounds exactly like growler noise. Very
loud.
Outside in the evening and there is this HUGE DIN in the sky, quite like the
soundtrack of movies that feature dogfights in the air. There is jet noise
roaring everywhere.
Roaring in the background- starting up. Lends a sinister quality to the
morning in Oak Harbor.
9:05am. January 28. Here we go again. The floor is vibrating and the roar of
jet activity rolls into our home.
S lopez, 1/28/2020, Tue: 9:06am - 6:26 pm. Today the house shook - 9
hours of relentless GROWLER ROARS AND BLASTS AND OVERFLIGHTS. A
FEW BRIEF brakes in the war zone but not enough to help us stay sane.
9:07am. Jan 28. Another vibrating wall of jet roaring
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9:09am. Jan 28. Now we have jet noise rumbling in the skies and inside my
home.
run up engines blast
Could not make location pin on map but Hughes bay, lopez island. First roar
of the day ...seems like everyday lately roaring all day long.
9:26am. Jan 28. Rumbling vibrating jet roar from Whidbey. Is it acceptable
that the jet noise vibrates through a home, 14 miles away. Doesn't that tell
you something about how WRONG it is to have Growlers here?

12:45pm. Stepped outside to stretch and get a breath of air in between
projects and WHAM, the rumble I was hearing inside becomes a LOUD
ROARING OCEAN OF JET NOISE.
It sounds like a jet just rolling around over Mud Bay. Maybe there is more
than one Growler; the sound roars, then a second of quiet, and then roars
and whines, over and over.
5:16pm. A rumbling vibration of jet noise from Whidbey.
Low and loud

fly overs and run ups

ANOTHER loud jet overhead.

Jets roaring around and around all morning.

6:11pm. One right after another. This growler arrives with a ripping roar, as
if the sky is tearing apart. Mud Bay, Lopez.

Very loud jet overhead. Screaming, then quiet for 2 seconds, then a HUGE
and long roar.

Loud jet again. South Lopez.

Rumbling vibration noise from Whidbey, South Lopez.

Another loud Growler jet overhead. Are we the landing strip tonight?

Another rumbling vibrating rolling jet noise from Whidbey.

6:26pm. Incredibly loud jet over my home. Mud Bay. It almost sounds like
there are two. Now a booming roar.

Very loud jet noise. The sound is bounding around in the skies.
So loud, sounded like it was landing on our house.

Growler banking over Lopez Village therefore very LOUD reverberations on
the earth!

Very Loud jet overhead. South Lopez.

3rd low Growler overhead in last 10 minutes!!!

There is jet noise everywhere. Outside filling the skies and inside my home.

REALLY LOUD AND LOW!

Loud jet overhead.

4th LOUD Growler overhead!

Roaring Roaring Roaring. Awful. Awful. Awful. Horrible Horrible Horrible.
Disgraceful that this level of noise and the ruin of the acoustic environment
is allowed.

S Lopez, 1/29/2020, Wed: The Navy schedule means nothing. No FCLP's are
scheduled between Jan 22 and Feb 2 - and yet - we are BARRAGED WITH
VIOLENT ROARS THAT SHAKE OUR HOMES. Today it started at 12:26pm.
Ended, finally, at 10:38pm.
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Jan 29 Camano Island. Visiting family. Tremendous jet noise. A growler
roaring overhead.
Difficult to hear others in the room
Jan 29. Camano Island. AGAIN. A rumbling vibrating boom, and a loud jet
overhead.
Jan 29. Camano island. Visiting Family. It is very jet noisy here. Loud
roaring jet overhead. Quite the familiar deep throaty long long roar of a
Growler.
Jan 29. Camano island. I am quite happy to be leaving today. This is a very
noisy place due to flights overhead by growlers. What a pain in the neck.
3:13pm another VERY LOUD Growler roaring overhead.
The planes overhead were so loud we could not converse and we had to
hold our hands over our ears. My chest vibrated from the noise
9:45pm, January 29. Was almost asleep and BOOM the house is shuddering
from a huge vibrating roar from Whidbey.

S lopez, 1/30/2020, Thur: 8:30am - 6:25pm. ANOTHER 10 HOUR DAY! No
FCLP's scheduled . 75 - 82.3 decibels in the house. NOISE IS A WEAPON AND IT'S AIMED AT US.
terrifying invasion
vibrating my chest while sitting on the couch
Jan 30, 9:05am. Deep and long rumbling jet roar from NASWI. Vibrating.
Loud enough to hurt my ears inside at work. So very conducive to healthy
living- here in a medical clinic in Oak Harbor.
Jan30. 10:06am. ANOTHER Huge rumbling road from Whidbey. I feel the
vibrations in the floor, in the air.
January 30. 10:30am. Deep jet rumble and vibration throughout the house.
Really loud and disturbing.
Jan 30, 10:33am ANOTHER rumble and vibration from Whidbey.

Extremely loud blasting roar. Rude awakening. Very alarming.

Hey, it's a Thursday morning, and it's time for Growlers! Again, so disruptive
. . . again, they do not need to be here . . . again, my peace is thwarted and
am not impressed with the Navy and our government. Sigh . . .

10:40pm. Jan 29. At this hour we have a VERY LOUD growler jet flying over
us. The Roar is UNMISTAKENLY a Growler. And given the noise and roaring
echos, it might be two Growlers.

Testing engines - low rumble throughout the morning

Deep thunder- woke me from dead sleep. Unhealthy- intrusion on my
sleep. Harmful.
8:30am. Deep, long, long, long vibrating, pulsing jet roar from Whidbey.
South Lopez.
Huge roar breaks the peaceful morning. We have very few days without
this noise these days.

Can not hear conversation in my living room.
Jan 30 11:37am. At the Lopez Ferry dock. Startled by a tremendous pulsing
and vibrating roar. Just like what we hear at the South end of Lopez, coming
from Whidbey.
So loud! And sad to have to wear ear protection when outside. Not to
protect my ears from noisy power tools but from non-stop growler flyovers.
They are killing us!
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TV audio can not be heard.

STOP ABUSING US!!!"

off and on this morning, and yesterday

"the constant noise all morning is really causing me stress.

Third day in a row with mixed aircraft. Some flyovers and some touch and
go practicing. Off and on all day. More the community has to endure the
noisy, uncaring neighbors.

it has been unrelentless all morning.

So everyone is tucked in last night. 10:45pm the assholes fly over. The dogs
start barking and our quiet slumber time is all a cluster. Then, still in bed
this morning, same thing repeated. What a way to end and start the day.
Despicable.

I moved here for peace and quiet but it is hard to find these days.

January 30, 5:15pm. Stanwood. WOW. That was a loud roaring growler jet.
Right over Stanwood, where I am visiting. I always thought Stanwood was a
quiet place. Apparently not so.

these are getting louder and have no schedule other than 24/7. it is torture,
not the sound of freedom at all.

Just home from a full day of work- and already the peaceful sounds of late
January rain are replaced with shrieking, roaring sounds of warcraft in the
air. This is abuse by the US government of Western WA citizens.
"Horrid roaring is shaking/vibrating the south side of my house. This is
torture.
Fidalgo Island near the ferrry terminal"

there is no peace and silence anymore.

really really loud
can't we catch a break from this? it is like waterboarding.

Now this violation is waking me up constantly throughout the night and
early morning hours.
it seems I must wake up to this every morning now, such a violation
it seemed we were going to have a semi-quiet morning but no-back to
nearly every 5 minutes. Waterboarding! Crazy torture of sound.
Interupted reading,peace and quiet. Also leaving trails

woke me up-again. they seem to be getting louder

Feb 3. 9:20am. Loud jet over Mud Bay. First the low scream, and then a
long and loud roar. Long......Long deep roar.

S LOPEZ, 1/31/2020, Fri: 7:45am - 10:20 pm - We are forced to live on Navy
WAR TIME.

So loud interrupted business conference call inside home.

Very low altitude, very loud aircraft.
"STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR JETS!! LEAVE OUR
SKIES IN PEACE!! EVERY TIME YOU SPLIT THE AIR WITH THOSE HORRID JETS I
AM LEFT WITH RINGING EARS!!

Feb 3. 11:26am. Loud jet roar over Mud Bay.
Feb 3. LOUD jet roaring and roaring and roaring and roaring and roaring
overhead. South Lopez. Still roaring right now. And still roaring.
Have to wear ear protection anytime we are outside. Excruciating.
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Feb 3, 4:29pm. Extremely loud jet overhead. I have better things to do than
rush to the window and look out. But this is not a commercial plane. This is
a very loud jet .

Feb 4, 12:37pm Roaring jet over Mud Bay, Lopez.

S Lopez, 02/04/2020, Tue: No FCLP's scheduled for AULT or OLF. 9:20am 12:23pm - periodic Roars 70 - 75 decibels - A scale.

Feb 4, 12:43pm. The skies are roaring (AGAIN). Sounds like a lot of jets up
there just circling around, diving and swooping. That is what is SOUNDS
like. Might just be one and the noise is bouncing off the hills and water.
NOISY in my home!

Feb 4. 10:16 Low rumbling from NASWI jet activity.

Feb 4, 12:51pm. Rumbling jet noise vibrations from Whidbey AGAIN.

Feb 4, 10:39am. LOUD jet overhead. South Lopez.

Feb 4, 12:59pm. More rumbling vibration blast coming from Whidbey.

Feb 4, 10:52. ANOTHER Loud growler jet overhead.

1:36pm, Feb 4. Very LOUD jet overhead. South Lopez.

Extra loud

More afternoon sabre rattling by our not so friendly navy neighbors.

Feb 4, 11:15am. Rumbling vibrating jet thunder from Whidbey.

3:20pm. South Lopez. Loud thundering rumble and vibration from
Whidbey.

Feb 4, 11:18am. A few minutes ago the rumbling vibration of what I think is
jet take-off, and now we have LOUD jet noise roaring above us. Echoing,
rolling, thundering loud jet roars.
Low flying and very loud. Not over the water. Snow clouds shielding which
aircraft it is
Again flying overhead. Disrupted my conversation
11:29am, Feb 4. The skies are ROARING!!!!!!! Jet noise everywhere.
Interrupted concentration
Feb 4, 12:24pm. Huge rumbling jet noise wall of vibrations felt in our home.
South Lopez.
Feb 4, 12:28pm. Rumbling vibrations from Whidbey.
Just got a fly over by a Growler and it was so low and so close that the
glasses on the lunch table rattled. WTF?!? We couldn’t even continue our
conversation!

Feb 4, 3:27pm. Rumbling vibrating wall of jet noise. South Lopez.
Feb 4, 3:47pm. Sounds like one jet after another is taking off from Whidbey.
Another rumbling roar of jet engine.
3:52pm, Feb 4. More loud rumble and pulsing vibration from Whidbey.
3:54pm, Feb 4, South Lopez. Incredibly loud jet roar overhead. Stopped
conversation.
4:08pm, Feb 4. More rumbling vibrations from jet action at Whidbey.
South Lopez.
Short and high this time
Multiple fly overs that began in early afternoon and continue up to now.
Loud enough to disrupt conversations and phone calls inside the house.
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STOP TORTURING LOPEZIANS! GET THOSE GROWLER JETS OUT OF OUR
SKIES!!! WE LIVE IN A RURAL ISOLATED PLACE BY CHOICE, TO BALANCE
THAT FOR THE GOOD, WE ARE NOT EXPOSED TO CITY NOISE POLLUTION.
YOU IN YOUR ARROGANCE DESTROY THAT PEACE!! STOP IT YOU JERKS!
S Lopez, 02/04/2020, Tue: 6pm, 8:36pm, 8:45pm, 8:49pm - 68 - 70 decibels.
Horrible thunder wrecking the night- vibrating my house. Great machines
for torturing an enemy. We are not the enemy. Fidalgo Island near the
ferry terminal.
Woken from deep sleep by insane low thunder to my south. Was hard
asleep...torture
S Lopez, 02/05/2020, Wed: 11:20am - 72.5 decibels
11:52am. Feb 5. Very loud growler overhead.
"Yesterday especially and now today aircraft have flown over and around
my home on Decatur Island. Each time my cat runs for cover and trembles.
The extremely loud sound and vibrations are too much in the stillness
where people and animals live.
1:40, Feb 5. It started as a low roar and then all of the sudden it sounded
like the jet was planning to land on top of us. The roar was TREMENDOUS.
It took over the whole house. Mud Bay, Lopez.
S Lopez, 02/05/2020. Wed: 70 decibels
EXTREMELY LOW AND LOUD GROWLER OVER LOPEZ VILLAGE! It was like
the plane buzzed us..
Had to stop conversations in our home for over one minute. Deafening
sound.

"6:16pm, Feb 5. Right now, a LOUD growler over our home. South Lopez.
And again, it sounds like it is going to land on our roof.
6:20pm. Feb 5. One right after another? Here we have ANOTHER growler
roaring overhead. South Lopez.
Another fly over just occurred. Am I being punished for reporting? Please
respond.
8:39pm, Feb 5. Very loud jet up above us. Has all the tell-tale noise of a
Growler. Deep and long roar, then a small quiet, and then another long
drawn-out roar.
Home late from work- and can still hear a few bursts of these horrid aircraft
far to the south, torturing others after 11pm. Heard from Fidalgo island
near the ferry terminal.
Interrupted studying by loud rumble overhead.
S Lopez, 02/06/2020, Thur: 9:30am - 12:37pm Periodic roars - blanketed
with 88.6 decibel overflight at 12:37pm
11:38am, Feb 6. All of the sudden, a huge screaming ROAR, then the jet
seems to be bearing down over us, screaming and roaring, and then roars as
it seems to pull away from us. 3 minutes of noise. Still roaring. Cloudy,
could not see.
12:26pm. The floor is rumbling beneath my feet. Extended vibration and
noise from Whidbey. Do our legislators find it acceptable that 14 miles from
a Navy base the jet activity makes your house and body shudder? Are they
nuts?
12:28. Another jet rumble from Whidbey right after the other. Feels like an
earth tremor.

Another disruption from Low Flying Growler
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12:32pm. AGAIN, another rumbling roar and pulsing vibration from
Whidbey. This is usually a bad sign that soon jets will be roaring over us.
Or, is there an earthquake and continuous tremors? ...because that is what
it feels like.
12:36pm. Yep, here is a HUGE ROARING JET noise above us right now. Right
after the rumbling from Whidbey. They take off and they head straight for
South Lopez to give us a taste of WAR. Still roaring. Still roaring. Still
roaring. It is now 12:38.
Growlers roaring. Unbelievable that this noise pollution is allowed. Visitors
from the east coast find the noise so awful that they doubt they'll return to
the islands. They are annual island visitors who love and cherish the quiet
here.
12:40pm. Now we have ANOTHER Growler which seems to be flying VERY
LOW over us. SCREAMING over us. Now roaring. Seems to be circling. The
roar is all around us.. A second of quiet, and now the roar again.
12:41pm. Here is the THIRD growler over us.Where do they think they are?
SEA TAC? This is aggressive behavior by the Navy.The scream is deafening,
the roar is threatening. Legislators: quit burying your heads in the sand & do
something about this.
12:51pm. ANOTHER rumbling roar from Whidbey. I feel it from me feet on
the floor and my hands on my keyboard.
Metallic roaring, medium loud. Very unpleasant sounds, wrecking trains of
thought at work in Oak Harbor.
1:20pm The earth is rumbling right now from jet activity on Whidbey. We
have been getting these tremors pretty consistently the past hour or more.
South Lopez.

First fly over of the day which produced extended period of extremely loud
noise that was painful to my ears and halted activities outside.
2:23pm. LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez. Can't see due to clouds, but
the roar comes right into our home.
3:22pm. Rumbling Vibration again. I feel it all over. South Lopez.
Roaring jets in the area, and continued roaring from growlers. Horrible
noise.
3:23pm. One right after another, a rumbling jet wall of vibrating noise.
Right now.
S Lopez, 02/06/2020, 3:22pm - 6:50pm. 3 hours of noise - no FCLP's
scheduled - so what are they doing? Overflights 6:45pm - 6:50pm VERY
LOUD 86 - 92 decibels.
3:37pm. We had had rumbling vibrations from Jet activity on Whidbey
pretty much ALL DAY. Like right now. Just so much vibrations rolling
through our home.
3:45pm. ANOTHER rumbling roar and rolling vibration from Whidbey. This
is annoying, distracting and hurtful.
"Rumble and vibration throughout the day.
Congratulations, the Navy now can put it's 'mission' ahead of the natural
life system that sustains all life. All hail the new god, the navy."
Flying now with loud low rumble/roar that is shaking the walls and body
with low frequency sound. Very unpleasant sensations and hard to
concentrate on work. Oak Harbor. Rotten place to work.
5:15pm. Another shuddering rumble and vibration from Whidbey.

Low flying plane that made it hard to talk inside my house
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5:19pm. We have been experiencing several rumbling vibrations (takeoffs?). Now we can hear the jets roaring around in the sky.

9:52am. Feb 7. AGAIN, the rumbling vibrating roar from Whidbey
continues. Long rumble right now.

6:46pm. LOUD growler overhead.

9:55am, Feb 7. Another bout of rolling jet thunder from Whidbey. This is a
morning of house shuddering and threatening noise inside our home.

Another night- another evening with the heavens and our surroundings
ruined by crazy roaring-vibrating racket buffeting us from the south. Surely
torturing others even worse with unsafe volumes south of here. Abuse.
Fidalgo Island near the ferry
6:48. NOW ANOTHER GROWLER ROARING OVERHEAD. SOUTH LOPEZ.
SCREAMING AND ROARING.

All morning. Non-stop. Constant. Enough already.
"Now it's not even there and gone, then back again. Now it's been over five
minutes of non-stop rumbling. Still going.
Still going.

6:51pm. Either that second growler is just circling over us, or now we have a
THIRD growler roaring around and over us.

Getting louder, windows are rattling.

S Lopez, 02/06/2020, Friday: 9:22am - 12:04 - Steady ROARS - 76 - 82.6
DECIBELS - Almost 3 hours of roaring - no FCLP's scheduled. What are they
doing?

Going on ten minutes now of rumbling and rattling. "

9:28am, Feb 7. Extremely prolonged rumbling vibrating roar from Whidbey.
South Lopez.
We are enduring vibrating walls of jet rumbling here on South Lopez, Feb 7.
9:36am, Feb 7. Not sure what is going on - other than suspecting that the
Navy will lie about it - but we have been getting a strong series of deep
throaty rumblings and vibrations from Whidbey this morning. The house
vibrates and so does my body.
Hideous roaring, strong vibration. Extremely painful to inner ear. Unsettling
& horrible. My large, generally fearless dog cowered and tried to hide.
Allowing this noise is unconscionable. SHAME ON POLICY MAKERS WHO
CONDONE THIS. STOP THIS NOW.

Windows still rattling.

10:03am. Feb 7. Currently enduring a prolonged rumbling and vibrating
thunder from Whidbey. One after the other this morning.
10:04. Feb 7. ANOTHER rumbling roar from Whidbey. This is very
disturbing . Makes me feel ill with roaring noise and vibrating home. South
Lopez.
So far there were six.
Windows still rattling. Going on fifteen minutes now. Knock it the fuck off.
You're going to have a real problem on your hands if you keep pushing
people like this.
Earthquake like rumble all morning, every few minutes. Can't escape the
vibration even indoors with ear protection.
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10:20am, Feb 7. We are experiencing earthquake-level vibrations and
rumbles here on South Lopez. These rumbles come from Whidbey - takeoffs? engine run-ups? Whatever, they are DISRUPTIVE. This is ABUSE.

12:47pm. LOUD JET over South Lopez.

10:31am, Feb 7. Right now. ANOTHER thundering roar, and an
accompanying jet roar as a jet seems to be ascending our way. South Lopez.

1:30pm, Feb 27. South Lopez. Not raining (after many rainy days) so I
decided to take a much needed brisk walk outside. That was a bad idea.
The skies are filled with jet noise. Roaring, thundering, rolling jet noise. Jet
fuel/exhaust in the air.

10:58. Loud jet overhead. PENETRATING NOISE.

2:05pm. Feb 7. LOUD LOUD ROARING jet overhead. S. Lopez.

11:13am, Feb 7. Screaming LOUD jet overhead interfered with a conference
call. Participants said WHAT is that noise. Conversation had to stop . This is
my professional work. Do I have to have my home office in a BUNKER? I
am so mad.

Sudden growl to northeast.

I’ve noticed a correlation between reporting the aircraft and the frequency
with which they then fly over.?Again they’re flying over land there is a cloud
cover and the afterburner make it really loud right when they pass over my
home
11:28am, Feb 7. ANOTHER screaming and roaring growler overhead. Again
conversation in my conference call stopped. %^&*(*&^%$#@#$%^&&*&^!!
This is abuse by the Navy.
12:05, Feb 7. Rumbling vibrating wall of noise from Whidbey.
12:11pm. AGAIN Rumbling jet vibrations shudder through our home.
12:17pm. LOUD jet roaring overhead. South Lopez. It has been a TERRIBLE
day for jet disruption. EXCESSIVE. This is no place to live and work.
12:20. Feb 7. The skies are absolutely ROARING with jet noise right now.
12:25pm. Feb 7. ANOTHER loud jet over South Lopez.
horrendous blasts over and over today and most days lately. the explosive
blast at 1246pm was ear shattering.

Extremely loud fly over
More fly overs around mid-day that were directly overhead and loud
enough so I had to cover my ears.
Second LOUD GROWLER OVER Lopez Village!
Rumblings and heavy vibrations in the Am and fly overs in the afternoon.
Seems we were the enemy with the Navy.
I have been woken up nearly every morning for the past 2 months with this
terrible sound
im on the south end of orcas and im very deaf and i can still hear your f....
planes
really, sunday too?
"please, too many today already, this is the day we should all be praying
and resting and instead we have the military violance
above our heads."
constant this morning, just horrible
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Off work today a d trying to enjoy my home- impossible so far due to
horrible low thunder which shakes the house and body- coming in bursts.
Unbelievably disquieting sensations.

12:11, Feb 11. We have been enduring several NOISY flights today. Right
now, a DEAFENING growler above Mud Bay, Lopez. First a roar that sounds
like the jet will land on our house, then a long drawn out roar.

1:05pm, Feb 10. Jet roaring around. Sounds like it is circling or turning, or
whatever. The roaring swoops and rumbles.

STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! YOUR DAMN GROWLERS ARE SO
LOUD WE CAN'T THINK...WE CAN'T HEAR THE PERSON NEXT TO YOU OR THE
TV OR RADIO!! YOU LEAVE ME WITH MY EARS RINGING FOR HOURS AND
SPLITTING HEADACHES! GET THE HELL OUT OF OUR SKIES NOW!!!

4:06pm. Loud jet screams overhead. .....followed by a long roar. South
Lopez.
4:08pm. I don't know if this is the same roaring jet I reported a few minutes
ago. If so, it went quiet for a minute and then is cutting a wide swath of
noise above us. This jet noise is deep, roaring and throaty. South Lopez.
Aircraft was flying very low.

Coming and going from loud to waxing-waning deep thunder, shaking the
house and the bones deeply. Episodic and very disturbing- like small
earthquakes would be. Navy abuse of western WA. Fidalgo island near
the ferry terminal.

I can't allow my grandchildren outside for fear of damaging their hearing.

It also disrupted my conversation as we could not hear one another. Would
whoever reads this please tell someone who can change the flight pattern
and fly higher, fly over open water. Thank you.

4:19pm. Growler directly over Mud Bay. Screaming, Roaring, a RIPPING
noise. Deafening. Could not hear the TV, could not hear myself. Still
roaring. Still roaring. It's never just a few seconds. Roaring goes on and on
and on. This is a home invasion.

1:17pm. South Lopez. ANOTHER DEAFENING ripping roar from a Growler
overhead. Our home is invaded by Growler noise. The Navy is a BAD
NEIGHBOR and untrustworthy. Still roaring.

S Lopez, 02/10/2020, Mon: 4:20pm: Overflight 75 decibels

S Lopez, 02/11/2020, Tue: 3:30pm - 5:30pm - 6:53pm, 3 hour Low vibrating
rumble 60 - 67decibles.

Low flying over decatur island. Not possible to speak and be heard. So many
flyovers it’s hard to stop and report them all

6:10pm. LOUD JET OVERHEAD>

10:57am. Loud Growler shrieking overhead, then a long roar. South Lopez.

im on orcas jets over head so loud we had to stop talking

the smell of jet fuel was in the air im on orcas island

Please, this is dinner time.

11:18am. ANOTHER Screaming Growler over Mud Bay, Lopez.

Periodic fly overs from mid morning until mid afternoon. The final ones
were so loud that they hurt your ears if you were outside.

The sound competed with the Mozart Requiem I’ve been listening to. It was
short in duration

Several flights tonight since 6:00. Three of them disrupted activities,
couldn’t hear.
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Can’t hear television or people seated with me
"Trying to relax....7:10 Pm another fly over. Afterburners on....China Lake?
Yet again, another one.
There is a continual rotation of planes. Not sure if it’s the same jet or a
series of jets.
Don’t know why they’re flying so low but the noise level is incredibly loud.
In a loud bar- this evening it was possible to hear several passes of EA18-G
Growlers overhead- outside, from the middle of the room/bar in the ground
floor of a building with multiple floors. Incredible noise pollution.
Anacortes downtown.
Home close to eight- Loud thunder from EA18-Gs flying about, shredding the
heavens and the peace of western Fidalgo Island. Anacortes near the ferry
terminal. Navy abuse of landscape and people.
Fled my bedroom to TRY to get away from some noise as my bedroom faces
south and most of the racket is from that direction, but not all... impossible
to go to bed in my own bed. Navy abuse/harm to western WA. Anacortes
Woken harshly from deep sleep|. Tinny. Roaring of navy growler(s).
Horrible
S Lopez, 02/12/2020, Wed: 11am - 7pm Periodic ROARS all day - 76 - 80
decibels
11:02am. ROARING Jet over Mud Bay, Lopez. Deep and rolling thunder.
Another loud blast. Everyday these days. We have no peace.
11:04am. What is going on? Another jet over us with a scream and a roar
Just a minute after another roared over.Racing together? 11:05, there is still

loud roaring in the skies.Louder than the dishwasher & TV put together.
11:06 and still roaring.
Very loud also.
All morning jets roaring around the islands including immediately overhead.
Drowns out ALL other sounds. HORRIBLE NOISE. DISTURBING,
DESTRUCTiVE, PAINFUL. Animals rely on sound for meaning in the
surroundings cannot hear what they rely on hearing.
11:30am Roaring jet(s) overhead Mud Bay, Lopez. One jet just rolling
around or multiple jets? The roaring keeps going on. Cannot see due to
clouds. Now 11:32am. The roaring continues.
Horrible noise - Growlers flying over my house - this is the 4th time this
morning. Extremely disturbing! Difficult to complete work.
11:55am. More jet noise rolling around over us. The jet is not directly
above, but it is making enough noise as it skirts us to be PAINFULLY IN OUR
EARS AND INVADING OUR HOME. Growlers are WRONG for this area.
11:58am. Now a jet directly over us. Loud roaring. South Lopez. 11:59am
Still roaring.
12:50pm. Out walking and a tremendous boom and roaring vibration shook
me and - it felt like - the trees. Jet roaring from Whidbey.
1:03pm. First a big blast of jet vibration from Whidbey, and then almost
immediately a jet flying over South Lopez, seemed to be heading westnorthwest. I was outside, unfortunately. Deafening
2:57pm. Just had a roar of a jet invade out home. As if the jet was swooping
just east of us.
So the jet noise repercussion has hit an all time low: our new puppy was
outside playing and ran under a chair when the stupid-ass jets flew over
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scaring her. Does it get any worse that frightening an innocent puppy?!!!
Despicable

9:04am. BIG jet rumbling from Whidbey. I can feel it through the floor.
South Lopez.

7:05pm. Growler is just tearing the sky apart above us. First the screaming
roar and then the BLAST of jet noise. Very very loud. Explosive. South
Lopez.

Rumbles, vibrations, the whole works. Unacceptable!

Fly-over WAY off course, low and loud. They have been flying since 5:30.
This stands out!
Up until the latest session tonight the jet noise was background annoying
but at 7:10 pm and 7:15 pm it was so loud as to be duck and cover time.
The single pilot responsible should be grounded and made to personally
apologize. Stephen L Swanson
8:15pm. Too dark to see, but the LOUD roar has all the marks of a growler.
Flying over Mud Bay, Lopez.
8:48pm. Getting ready to drop off to sleep and we suddenly get a
shuddering boom/explosion from Whidbey's jet activity.
8:51pm. Is this necessary? The second booming shuddering vibrating wall
of jet noise from Whidbey. Almost 9pm. South Lopez. What about kids
being put to bed to be ready for school and their home is vibrating?
I was asleep and now I am not. Awful rolling thunder wrecking night peace.
Abuse and harm to health in Western WA. Anacortes, near the ferry
terminal. Awful racket.
10:16pm. I don't know what is up in the air because it is dark, but it sounds
a whole lot like big growler jets, roaming around, with their noise echoing
off the water and off the hills. Rolling thunder. South Lopez.
S Lopez, 02/13/2020, Thur: 9am - 12:38pm - ROARS and OVERFLIGHTS, 3+
hours

"Get you DAMN JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES!!! You disrupt our lives,not once or
twice but over and over and over again!! Day and night you DESTROY OUR
PEACE AND OUR HEALTH!!
GROWLERS LEAVE MY EARS RINGING FOR HOURS AND GIVE ME SPLITTING
HEADACHES!!
STOP NOW!"
Disrupted our conversation. Flying over decatur island
10:36am. ROARING and SCREAMING Growler jet overhead, Mud Bay. The
noise invades our home. It blots out the TV. Still roaring. It just goes on
and on and on. It is 10:38 and the roaring still goes on.
Very loud. At least two aircraft
Growler disturbance while babysitting my grandson in Lopez Village! Low
pound jets overhead!
So low and loud that inside on the phone i has to stop conversation for a full
minute until the plane passed by.
11:09am. A very loud jet roar fills the air. I am inside, but the noise is loud
in my home.
Jets roaring overhead and around the vicinity. Jet noise drowning ALL other
sounds, indoors and out. Hideous noise, painful, disruptive and very
disturbing. All meaningful local sounds are obliterated by screaming jets
noise. STOP ALLOWING THIS NOW.
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Horrible noise, 2 fly overs by growlers - westside of Lopez. Disturbing and
severe noise pollution from growler.
The usual episocic metallic roaring from warplanes disturbing our medical
clinic- stopping conversations and occasionally calling for fingers in ears
here in Oak Harbor.
These flyovers are causing me a lot of grief, they are quite disturbing to me.
Please let someone who can do something about this know this. It has been
going on for days and weeks.
Too many times per day to continually enter data on this site. ALL DAY
LONG! Awful, disruptive, aggravating, unsettling.
Shaking our house, scaring our animals.
1:10pm Lopez Village. At the clinic, discussing things with Nurse and there is
a loud jet roar that intrudes into our conversation. Very loud and very long.
Multiple fly overs beginning about 11am and continuing until now. All
produced noise levels that disrupted activities inside, and are hurtful to
your ears if you are outside.
Fly overs throughout the day. More muscle flexing just to let us know they
still don't care.
As the aircraft approach the OLF from the south PLEASE try to make the
initial pass over the water and NOT over the homes in Ledgewood.
I am so tired of spending evenings wearing protective headphones and
unable to enjoy an evening at home.
Hideous jet noise repeatedly throughout the morning. The noise drowns out
all meaningful noise in the environment. The noise is unhealthy for people,
activating stress hormones. Also, wild animals rely on sound for many
aspects of their existence.

S Lopez, 02/18/2020, Tue: 12:20pm (83.7 dec), 12:25pm (82.1 dec.) .
Loud enough to cause minor physical discomfort indoors with windows
closed. Several times this morning so far.
Not a quiet day.
Roaring jets' noise obliterating all other sounds.
Jets still roaring. Hours and hours of roaring.
Too loud for too long.
"I love the sound of Freedom
Our Pilots need the very best training to do what we Americans want
....freedom !
I appreciate the bravery and unselfish work of our Armed Forces.
Roaring jets. The roaring hurts my inner ear even when the roaring is not
deafening. The jet roaring is disruptive, unsettling and HORRIBLE.
9:37am. Huge and very prolonged rumble and vibrating jet roar. South
Lopez. Feb18.
Another LOUD reminder of our inconsiderate neighbors to the south.
I have noise cancelling headphones on and a white noise machine. I can still
hear and feel the rumble. This is bs, as usual . . .
Getting louder
11:20 Feb19. Roaring skies outside. I stepped outside for a moment to talk
to someone and it felt like the earth was trembling. South Lopez.
Extra loud again today. Seems like everyday lately. Disrupted business
meeting.
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Feb19, 11:30am. Jet roaring overhead. Lopez. South end.
S Lopez, 02/19/2020, Wed: 11:30am - 8pm. One of those days of zero FCLP's
at AULT. Lopez Island noise has been solid and loud. Decibel range is 65 92.8 decibels. A lot of this noise sounds like FCLP's. Horrible to live in a
war training zone.
DREADFUL, ONGOING ROARING. Vibration enough that the house and
windows shake. This level of noise is PAINFUL and UNHEALTHY.

Very loud jet noise, Lopez Village.It fills the sky. Disappointing, for a place
like Lopez to advertise itself as quiet, when it is clearly not quiet. The Navy
is abusing this region.
One or two Growlers just complete 45 minutes of flyovers (about one every
two minutes) at max of 100 dB inside and 110 dB outside. It is beautifully
quiet now!

SUPER LOUD AND RUMBLING

Not even Seatac is this bad. With a 2.77 trillion dollar budget maybe they
could spend just a little on being good neighbors instead of treating us like
the enemy?

Non stop - take offs and landings. Crazy - they should put sound barriers up,
inexpensive and practical

North on Fisherman Bay Road, Lopez. Roaring and vibrating air and jet
noise. Could not get away from it. It went on and on and on.

Noon. North of Lopez Village. Feb 18. Incredible ROAR. Very loud and
jarring. It felt like the trees were rocking. Jet roar from Whidbey.

Today has been incredibly loud and disruptive. Things are shaking in the
house.

Interrupted concentration while working.

2:10pm. Leaving the South End store. JOLTED by incredible roar and
vibration from what clearly sounded like a growler taking off 15 miles away.
Who thinks this is acceptable? Lopez.

dBA above 100. Unable to go outdoors.
louder rumbled, disrupted concentration on work.
Very loud Growler noise over MacKaye Harbor. It was intermittant all
afternoon and disrupted activities and telephone conversations.
Trying to work. It's very difficult. So much for a peaceful island exsistance.
God, all day long, so far. Yesterday, too.
"WOW. Today is TERRIBLE. It's so incredibly loud, rumbling, vibrating... It
just goes ON AND ON AND ON!
It NEVER used to be like this these growlers suck."

2:17pm. Tremendous roar. I can hear the roar of the jet taking off from
Whidbey. TOO LOUD.
2:23. South Lopez. Huge shuddering, house trembling Roar from Whidbey.
Jet noise, taking off.
2:28pm. We are being consistently pounded by jet noise and vibrating wall
of noise. One right after another. Oh! The lies that were told in the EIS. It is
criminal.
2:30pm., South Lopez,. ANOTHER incredible jet roar that invades our home.
Shaking our home.
Continuous noise and rumbling, cannot hear conversations in living room.
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"WOW. THIS IS RIDICULOUS TODAY. I can't describe just how terrible the
vibrations, rumbling, and disruptions. I do not live in a warzone but it sure
feels like it.

It is like LONG THUNDER right inside our home. The roaring from Whidbey
as jets take off blasts RIGHT INTO OUR HOME. This is NOT RIGHT. Lopez
Island.

GROWLERS HAVE GOT TO GO."

ANOTHER rumble, following one a minute ago. Today is a DISASTER. Being
in our home is like being in the middle of a war zone. Seen the movie 1917?
Guess what, it must have been filmed here. Bombs blasting one after
another. Lopez.

The abuse continues. The Navy says "We don't make any noise." HAH!
Liars. The bombardment on the south end of Lopez continues. Are we at
war? Huge vibrating roaring blasts from Whidbey. Feb 18. 2:34pm.
Why is it OK that Growler jet noise can come right into your own home?
Why is it OK that wearing noise cancelling headphones in your own home and even outside - is what you need to do to block out excessive jet noise?
2:51pm.
3:01pm. It sounds like we either (a) live next to a major railway with coal
trains moving by every moment, or (b) our driveway is really I-5 during
heavy traffic. The jets rolling around the skies today generate noise
everywhere.This is Lopez?
3:07pm. South Lopez ANOTHER tidal wave of noise and vibration from
Whidbey. Rockin' the house.
3:08pm. A moment ago I reported a rocking blast of noise from Whidbey.
Now we are getting the noise of the jet as (I suspect) it is aloft. Very loud
and jarring.
Growlers just finished another hour of low level flyovers -- about 1 to 2
every minute. Max dB of 100 inside house and 111 dB outside the house.
It's a beautiful day and I should be outside enjoying it -- very sad.
LOUD, rumbling. booming jet noise vibrations hitting our home on Lopez all
the way from Whidbey. Legislators: Is this what you think is right? The
Growlers MUST GO. You have to realize that Growlers are too loud.
HORRIBLE ROARING FOR HOURS AND HOURS.

STOP TORTURING LOPEZ ISLAND WITH YOUR HORRID ROARING JETS!! YOU
CAUSE RINGING IN MY EARS AND SPLITTING HEADACHES!!! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!! YOU ARE DESTROYING OUR
FREEDOM FROM TORTURE GET THE HELL OUT OF OUR SKIES NOW!!!
Low rumble and vibration for most of the day. The dog is on edge....
All day. Every twenty minutes. I would have to stop what I'm doing every
twenty minutes to report noise.
Really? All day long?
Feb 19, 3:30pm Big rumble and vibration.
Direct fly overs now. So much for trying to be outside. Eagles getting tired
too
2/19/20. 3:59pm. ANOTHER roar and rumble of jet engine roaring from
NASWI
HIDEOUS NOISE, PAINFUL TO INNER EARS. HORRIBLE NOISE.
4:24pm, TOO LOUD. The rumbling from jet take-offs is shaking our home
and getting inside our heads!
This has been an all-day occurrence, probably every 15 minutes. It disrupted
my concentration on work every time.
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5:15. Huge rumbling roar just as I thought it had been quiet enough to take
an early evening walk. So, I am not totally nuts yet. Why would I walk
outside when there are deafening roars? Lopez: NOT QUIET.
5:19pm. Looks like there will be no peaceful dinner hour. This current jet
blast - as I write - is jiggling the floor. And, of course it is followed by a jet
roaring overhead. Blast after blast after blast.

friend was the sound of jets dumping more CO2 in the air while we try to
deal with rising sea levels
It's been going all day. I spent my life savings to retire to this "peaceful
place".
Periodic rumble for 15 minutes. Rattled windows and interupted dinner.

All. Day. Long.

All day long, continuing ROAR. UNBEARABLE!

5:26. The jet rolling thunder keeps coming. House is vibrating. 5:26pm, Feb
18, A HORRIBLE NOISY DAY.

Loud RUMBLE RUMBLE for hours!

Noise seems like an all day event from growlers- too much.

We have been hearing the noise throughout the day today. Our animals are
particularly sensitive as well.

Home from work run Mt Vernon and just getting my mail in "beautiful"
Anacortes and it sounds like something horrible is happening to the south.
The usual. US Navy battering the landscape, people and creatures. A daily
occurrence.

Ongoing roaring, all afternoon. A visitor described the sensation in his chest
as if his pacemaker was all out of sync. This noise is painful and extremely
disturbing. The jet noise DESTROYS quality of life in the islands. The noise is
inescapable.

5:39pm. The horrible day continues. Another thundering jet roar into our
home. We may as well live at the end of the runway.

All windows are closed and this is still interrupting my work.

5:45p, Feb 19. rumble and vibration AGAIN.
GET THOSE DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!! YOU ARE RUINING MY
HEARING!! EVERY DAY THISE DAMN GROWLERS ROAR OVER LOPEZ I AM
LEFT WITH RINGING EARS AND SPLITTING HEADACHES!! STOP TORTURING
US NOW!!
5:46 Feb19. ANOTHER LOUD RUMBLING VIBRATING WALL OF JET NOISE.
Loud rumbles all evening, disruptive and causes anxiety.

Dinner hour from hell. This last session is extremely loud. The sound
quality increases as temperatures cool. My poor husband is down trying to
grill chicken with full industrial ear protection. Growlers are incompatible
with civilian life.
Please make this stop!
loud though home from work through dinner
Few hours since I got home and the horrid thunder in the south continues
without pause. Navy abuse of the landscape, people and wild creatures.
Daily harm in western Washington. I cannot go to my bedroom, faces
south and too disturbing.

Continued flyovers this afternoon. Inside for a meeting, Jet roars make it
hard to focus on call. Loved the comment "what the heck was that" that my
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There back and louder than ever -- Growlers have been right overhead for
the past 1.5 hours, one flyover every one or two minutes! Inside dB
readings over 100 and outside dB readings over 110. This is about three
hours non-stop and continuing!
Knock it off. We're trying to put our kids to bed.
Still hearing these. Argggg.
As our household settles down for the night, instead of peace and quiet we
hear repeated roaring and feel the unpleasant and unsettling vibration. The
growlers are a menace to the whole Salish Sea area, disturbing and
destroying all peace and quiet.
I’ve been hearing rumbles all day and only this evening found this webpage.
Thank you
Seriously, KNOCK IT OFF. PEOPLE ARE TRYING TO SLEEP.
Outside my house the dBA was 115 dBA. Jet noise shook my house and the
people in it to the core.
Some dick went full afterburner in the middle of the night
Woke the kids up that were already in bed. Direct fly over followed byrunup
blasts What are they thinking at this time of night? This is Lopez Island, not
Beirut.
Dinner with friends on the South end of Lopez, 6-9pm. Constantly
interrupted by noisy booming from NASWI. Lots of roaring and vibrating
feelings from what seems to be jets taking off. Very disruptive. Felt like
there were bombings going on.
Loud roaring jet overhead. Mud Bay, Lopez. Feb 18, 9:03pm.

9:06pm. There is a lot of jet noise invading our home right now. As if jets
are just flying around, circling the area. The noise is everywhere. South
Lopez. Are we going to be able to sleep tonight????
Windows shaking. Wondering what kind of training this is.
After yesterday's dreadful day of almost continuous roaring that continued
far into the evening, the growlers are roaring again this morning. POLICY
MAKERS: IT IS UNCONSCIONABLE TO ALLOW THIS SORT OF NOISE
POLLUTION & DEGRADATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT.
S Lopez, 02/20,2020, Thur: 8:44am - 11:40am , 3hours of steady Growler
noise. Starts again from 6pm - 9:30pm - Again, no FCLP's scheduled - but
sounds exactly like that.
Noise. No other word for it.
GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE AND OUT OF OUR
LIVES!!! WE DON'T HAVE ANY WAY TO GET AWAY FROM YOUR DAMN WAR
GAMES PRACTICE...WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF THE NAVY!! OUR
ISLAND IS NOT A NAVY BASE!!! STOP TREATING US AS INSECTS!!
Another beautiful day, ruined by the incredibly loud and disruptive jet
sounds. Terrible. I hate this so much.
Another day of this bothersome noise!
Windows are closed and low rumble is loud enough to interrupt my work.
The ongoing roaring is unbearable.
Still rumbling.
LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!! WE ARE NOT YOUR OWN NAVY BASE!!! GET
YOUR DAMN SCREAMING JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES!! YOU ARE TORTURING
US ON THE GROUND WITH THIS HORRID NOISE POLLUTION!! STOP IT NOW!!
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A loud, sustained rumble is more accurate than a low rumble.

Little Kids are getting to bed ! Please stop the noise

GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES OVER LOPEZ ISLAND!!
WE NEVER AGREED TO HAVE YOU USE US LIKE PAWNS...DESTROYING OUR
PEACE...MY EARS ARE RINGING AND I HAVE A SPLITTING HEADACHE FROM
YOUR DAMN JETS!! LEAVE US IN PEACE!!! STOP FLYING OVER US!

And the jets roar on. All day. Practice, makes... NOISE. And more noise.
Rattle, Rattle.

loud and non stop Last night and now AGAIN!
It's so loud. Rumbling. All the time. This is horrific to listen to all the time
when this should be a peaceful place to live.
There is no living with this pattern 14 and this many jets in a pattern,
compounding the agony. No break in the painful decibel level. Yesterday
was hell. Flying pattern 14 from 12:15 until 9 PM. Zero concern for the
community
Rumble, vibration, disruption of activities! How can you get the baby out of
the house, to the car, and into a baby car seat, when jets are overhead at 2
minute intervals at 110+ dBA? Answer, it’s impossible.
"Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property as usual and is
an intentional infliction to cause emotional distress, causing physical harm
to persons and having cause property damage.
After a day of roaring, the roaring continues into the evening. HORRIBLE
ROARING.
Been hearing it most of the day again today, louder than it used to be.
Roaring all day again today. No peace.
GET YOUR DAMN ROARING JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES!! LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND
IN PEACE YOU JERKS!! DAY AND NIGHT I HAVE TO CONTEND WITH RINGING
EARS ANS SPLITTING HEADACHES FROM YOUR DAMN JETS!! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE YOUR WAR GAMES RANGE!!! STOP HURTING US NOW!!!

Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of the intentional
infliction to harm, causing emotional & physical harm to persons and
property damage. Please act responsibly
All the way up here in Anacortes, can tell there is hard flying down in
Coupeville. Insane abuse. Of course there is some coming and going from
Ault Field wrecking the peace as well.
Get the hell OUT IF OUR SKIES!! I HAVE HAD A MIGRAINE ALL DAY FROM
YOUR DAMN JETS FLYING OVER LOPEZ...TWELVE FRIGGING HOURS!!! GET
THOSE DAMN GROWLERS OUT IF OUR AIRSPACE NOW!!!
Continual flights for at least an hour heard from south of Port Townsend
Ears ringing and heart pounding from the screaming jets. Vacation basically
ruined.
Get the HELL OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! IT IS 8:33PM AND YOU
HAVE BEEN ROARING OVERHEAD FOR OVER TWELVE HOURS.. YOUR
GROWLERS GIVE ME MIGRAINES...STOP ABUSING US HERE ON THE
GROUND!!! WE ARE HUMAN BEINGS NOT PAWNS FOR YOUR WAR GAMES
PRACTICE!!
Grinding low roaring making low vibrations - pounding the landscape far to
the south. Flying in Coupeville, palpable and audible all the way up in
Anacortes. Otherwise beautiful evening in western WA. No peace here.
Why is it soo loud at night when kids are going to bed? Make your noise
during the day
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loud low rumble all evening
"Those beasts have been going all day. Give it a rest!
AAAAAAAAAGHGHGHGHGHGHGHG!!

Also, 9:00am wake up as they sat in their hangers blasting their engines
straight north to Rosario Beach for 3 - 5 minutes. Rattled Anderson's best
"storm-watch" triple glazed windows.

Why not practice over the desert

Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of the intentional
infliction to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons with
property damage. Act responsibly!

So, seriously, to report every incident I would have to set my life aside and
run to my computer every ten minutes. Just assume that one report stands
for an entire day (and lately, an entire evening!) of noise.

We went for a pleasant walk on the beach with our dog and the constant
rumbling of the growlers was disturbing and disruptive of the natural
surroundings.

Another day of crazy loud and jet rumbling. Also, coast guard helicopter
circling. What fun!

My disabled daughter can't even get any sleep.

S Lopez, 02,21/2020, Fri: 9:03am - 10:29am - 66 - 72.6 decibels. Starts
again at 11:25am - 11:45am

Day 4 of the war. Sea Lions, Eagles, Orcas, Puffins. And yes humans. All
subject to distractions and health endangering noise. We are but what is
considered acceptable collateral damage.
Jet roaring throughout the morning. The noise and vibration are strong
enough that it feels as though the inside of my head is being rattled and
shaken. HORRIBLE DREADFUL NOISE>
Today, even if the noise from the growlers is from time to time almost subaudible, the effect and intensity of the vibration is terrible. Having been
around sonic booms, this is comparable. The effect is terrible and harmful.
Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of intentional infliction to
harm, causing emotional & physical stress to persons and property damage.
Please act responsibly.

The Growler noise has been terrible and constant today. It was quieter for a
few days and I felt human again. Now it is every few minutes and the
torture has returned.
Every night for hours! For the love of God, please reduce your training
times. Or take out to sea - or over eastern Washington. Can’t be that far in a
jet
Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of the intentional
infliction to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons with
property damage. Act responsibly!
when approaching from the south please make the initial pass over the
water and not over the homes in Ledgewood.
Why are these planes flying over the kids getting off the bus? Can’t you
schedule for a break while they are coming home? These poor kids
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Roar and rumble, calm winds, and low cloud ceiling have created a
compounded, extra-intense noise pollution problem throughout the entire
afternoon.
Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of the intentional
infliction to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons with
property damage. Act responsibly!
S Lopez, 02/24/2020, Mon: 7Pm - 75 decibels
Some peace during the day today but extremely loud flyovers tonight.
Almost 8pm and time for awful roaring to the south. Polluting the night
sky- routinely harming residents of western WA.

extreme pollution, destroying the acoustic environment. Current scientific
studies confirm this.
GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND SKIES!!! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR NAVY BASE! LOUD JETS rattle anything loose
in my house,&SET MY EARS RINGING!! YOU TORTURE U.S. CITIZENS!!!
LEAVE US WITH OUR PEACE AND HEARING INTACT!!
So it's one of those days, huh? Just all day long.
Getting worse. One after another, each louder than the last.
How about a day of rest?
Jesus. Seriously, all day.

up to 74 db inside office, windows closed 55-65+ rolling for over 1.5 minutes
just with this one episode. bad noise pollution, makes working difficult.
Oak Harbor

Seems like these things are thundering over us all the time now.
Unacceptable.

S Lopez, 02/25/2020, Tue: 9:45am (61.7 dec), 10:59am (75 - 80 dec).

S Lopez, 25 Feb 2020, Tue: 1:43pm - 3:42pm. Growler noise started today at
9:45am - almost 6 hours of noise and they are not done!

It's actually both growlers and the other kind of jet, whatever it is. The
growler's been rumbling non-stop for the past ten minutes.
Just woke up the baby. Again. Third time this morning.
This went on for over hour. Multiple aircraft approx 10a -12p

Stomach and head vibrating. Hard to concentrate. Getting pretty nasty here.

With white noise and headphones. I'm so tired of this!
At least because of the clouds, its not as bothersome, though there are
some pretty long and disturbing rumbles today.

Roaring, shaking, vibrating, devastating noise that overwhelms ALL other
sound. The noise and vibration from the growlers causes physical pain, it's
like being shaken hard and prolonged. It is painful to inner ear, and is
painful to heart. HORRIBLE.

My god, stop already. You're taking a beautiful place and making it ugly, in
the service of war, another ugly thing. Stop. It's been hours of it now.
People won't stand for it, no matter who you are.

The noise and vibration are unbearable. The whole house, everything in it is
shaking. Is unconscionable to allow this sort of noise devastation. This is

Aircraft are close interval and very loud. Unable to go outside. Trapped in
my home.

Loud noise all day. My floor is vibrating.
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Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of the intentional
infliction to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons with
property damage. STOP!

Hey, it’s getting evening time around here. How about a little quiet?

Horrible roaring and shaking. HORRIBLE NOISE.

disrupted concentration

"S Lopez, 25 Feb 2020, Tue: 4pm - 5:30pm
overflight

Horrible roaring from the south, deep vibrations to that side of my house.
Too unpleasant to go to my own bedroom. Will have to hide in the
basement until they eventually hang it up for the night. Abuse from the
Navy- nightly.

88.1 decibels at 5:30pm -

Growler noise started today at 9:45am and ended at 8:45pm totaling about
11 hours of Growler noise today - not steady noise - but an exhausting
day."
Sinister roaring in the background for the last 1 hour plus disturbing work
and thinking in medical clinic. Can feel the building rumble. What a crappy
place to live and work when the Navy is practicing war over our heads.
Piano lessons in my home cancelled due to Navy jet noise.
WOW. REALLY LOUD AND LONG VIBRATIONS.
One Growler every minute overhead at 100+ dB (measured inside house)
now for the past three hours, and no end in sight! Good thing I don't have
to go outside right now -- that's 110+ dB. There was now notice of this
training this week.
All day, over and over.
Over 4 1/2 hours of continuous jet flyovers since 1:45 pm reaching 96 db
inside our home. Repeat of occurrence on 2/19 from 12:45-9 pm. Flights
occurring when children need to walk from bus stop.
Roar and intense vibration AGAIN ALL DAY today. Also some percussions
from the straits, like underwater explosions.

The house is shaking! Are they trying to kill us?
disrupted concentration

Trying to watch tv. Can you turn down the noise?
really unhappy with this.
Extremely loud roaring in early evening. Roaring and shaking continuing
now into the evening. This noise is disturbing, unsettling, painful and
horrible.
Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of the intentional
infliction to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons with
property damage. Stop! Stop!
Just ended three and a half hours of Growler fly-overs at OLF -- one flight
every minute with maximum 100+ dB inside home (110+ dB outside). That
makes a total of six hours of deafening noise today. Sent another fat check
to COER!!
No sleep yet- still bursts of awful vibrating roaring of navy F-18s. Horrid
noise pollution. Anacortes near the ferry terminal. Awful in ways the
Prowlers never were.
Awoken this morning by the rumble of a jet.

DISRUPTED CONCENTRATION
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Terrifyingly loud!
2 growlers going south - south/east back to base.
S Lopez, 26 Feb 2020, Wed: 1:45pm 75 decibels - jarring
S Lopez, 26 Feb 2020, Wed: 5pm - 5:15pm Solid noise 75 - 80 decibels ,
6:50pm - 7:40pm -Solid noise 75 - 80 decibels
Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house: abridges our freedom as a result of flagrant intentional
infliction to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons with
property damage. STOP! STOP!
Noise is penetrating my house.
I live in Port Townsend and hope you will ignore the complainers re noise.
Many many salute you and the training!!!
Creepy thunder from far to the south. Navy is pummeling people down
south- in humane. Even audible and disturbing this far North.
Growler jet noise does not allow us to access my property; imprisons us
inside our house; abridges our freedom as a result of flagrant intentional
inflictions to harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & with
property damage. STOP IT!

wind and birds? Or will our region to be polluted with noise and jet exhaust
far into the future?
Practice over the desert!
Roaring roaring roaring. Also last night, past bedtime. Insanity to allow this
noise pollution.
Working outside & distracted by low loud Growler over North Lopez! I can
still hear it 3 minutes later!
"Noise all morning...woke me.
Noise continues early afternoon."
Jet flew lower than usual and seemed to circle the area...sound coming from
different directions. Loud
S Lopez, 27 Feb 2020, Thur: 1:18pm, 1:22pm, 1:32pm 68.8 - 76.4 decibels
Flying way out of their Deception Pass Border that they printed back in the
80's.
Unable to go outdoors, noise is too painfully loud.

They've also got a large jet liner touching down & up at Ault Field tonight.

Location ****Coupeville WA. Decibel X app reported 105.8 db in the second
story of my house. Jets still roaring loudly at 2:57 as teens are let off and are
walking from school bus stop.

Woken from dead sleep- Navy, shredding the skies and harming civilian
citizens nightly.

If you want them as they fly over, while I am home and my computer is on, I
am glad to let you know about the fly overs, etc.

3rd time tonight woken up by Navy F-18s. Quality sleep is needed for good
health.

Intermittent awful racket all day today- loud tinny to thundrous roars for
minutes at a time 50s-60s-70 db inside. It is the stuff of headaches. Terrible
environment in which to work and try to concentrate. Medical office in Oak
Harbor

S. Lopez, 27 Feb 2020, Thur: 9:03am - 10:07am 60 - 72 decibels Will we
live long enough that once again we can enjoy the natural sounds of water,
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Thought/concentration wrecking noise has been ongoing all day. Very
difficult to work and take care of patients in this enviroment. Would make
sense if we were in a war zone, but... Belongs far from civilians. Oak
Harbor
S Lopez, 27 Feb 2020, Thur: 5pm, 5:05pm, 6:45pm, 75 decibels

Disruptive loud noise caused our ewes to stamped during lambing season.
Upset chickens and geese. Caused long delay in a work telephone call. Noise
lasted for several minutes.
For the past hour several fly overs by that were loud enough to disrupt
outside activities.

Growler jet noise allows us no access my property; imprisons us inside our
house; abridges our freedom as a result of flagrant intentional infliction to
harm, causing emotional & physical distress to persons & with property
damage. STOP Flying Here!

What is the strategic advantage of flying over Lopez. Directly over head!
Several jets

Crazy . The jets are back. Again directly over Lopez. No need to be here. Cell
service is iffy as is, so what good does electromagnetic war fare unleashed
on Lopezians achieve?

NOISY LOW GROWLERS OVER LOPEZ VILLAGE ALL MORNING! Sounds like
we’re at Deception Pass!

Woke me up!

Another loud fly by. Many today! What's happening?

Horrendous noise for last 2 hours - at least 10 flights over my house. Stupid
jets - and pilots. Ridiculous incursion of our environmental rights, horrible
noise pollution!

S Lopez, 28 Feb 2020, Fri: 7:15am (70 dec), 7:20am (67.8 dec), 7:30am (75
dec), It is SO irritating to be awakened by Growlers at 7:15am. We are
forced to live on Navy time. More ROARS at 12 noon, 1:40 pm and finally
quiet at 3pm.

It sounds like they are revving up their motors in a hanger, with the engines
pointing straight at us! We heard this earlier today about 07:25am too.

Woke me even more. Planes usually don't fly till after 8.

Fly overs all day. Welcome to the war zone of Western Washington!!

Thought I'd take a nice walk with my 8 month old and my dog. Nope.
Twenty minutes at least, probably 30, jets screaming nonstop overhead.

Vibration. Terror.

Wow, you guys are just getting worse and worse. More screaming jets.
Aren't you at least capable of spreading things out, taking other humans
into consideration?
Disrupted my sleep. I am a recovering cancer patient.

Another loud jet just flew over...very loud

really disturbing, quiet for some hours then so many one right after the
other. terrible

This report is submitted by Quiet Skies
www.quietskies.info
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